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EDC Wholesale becomes ONE-DC

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

From dropshipper to wholesaler, with international expansion, it’s time for a new name

Ten years ago, something
started. Something that
would suddenly make
erotic products appealing
to countless consumers.
Something that would push
this entire market closer to
the mainstream. Obviously,
I am talking about Fifty Shades of Grey. Back then, in
May of 2011, when author
E.L. James published her
first novel as an eBook, nobody could have predicted
that this story would turninto a pop culture phenomenon, let alone that it would
change our industry as well
as people’s perception of it.
Without exaggeration, this
was a turning point in the
history of the erotic market,
the kind of which had not
been seen before. Just
imagine where we’d be
today had there never been
a Fifty Shades of Grey. It
doesn’t take a lot of imagination to see that things
would be very different.
Fifty Shades singlehandedly
changed the way millions
of people feel about things
such as masturbation and
sex toys, creating a conversation about these topics
and making them socially
acceptable in a whole new
way. It got people curious
about the erotic market,
opening doors that had
been firmly locked until
then. Fifty Shades of Grey
was the very definition of a
game changer, and it has
left a lasting mark, redefining the market that we are
all a part of today.

Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale has a new name, the Holland-based wholesaler announced to have changed its name into ONE-DC as per the first of March 2021.

A

fter announcing the strategic partnership with Eropartner, the company now announced to have changed its
name. According to EDC, the plans were
already in place to change the name, but
the launch was postponed due to the
Covid pandemic. “We planned to launch
the new name during the eroFame Trade
Convention last October, but when
the show got canceled, we decided to
postpone the launch. By now we are not
sure if this year’s
show will happen,
so we decided
to go ahead and
launch the new
name. We are
ready for a new
identity, eventhough we will
remain the same
company, with
the same values. We felt like we have
outgrown the name EDC Wholesale
as it doesn’t cover everything we do,
we have become so much more than
a wholesaler,” commented Eric Idema,
CEO of ONE-DC. With its international
expansion, the company stated that the
name ONE-DC fits the overseas ambitions as the name is pronounced similar
in every country in the world. While EDC
Wholesale has many different ways to
be pronounced. “We were looking for a

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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simple name, that sticks easily and that
still links to our activities. With this name
we are ready for the future, it all comes
together as one. ONE-DC sounds similar
to EDC, so we hope that this will make
it easy for everyone to adopt the new
name”, said Idema. Together with the
new name, the company also launched
a new and modernized platform. “We
are extremely proud to have launched
our new platform today.” Commented
Lennard Honebecke, Head of
Sales at ONE-DC.
“We have been
waiting for a long
time to launch our
new platform and
today is finally the
day. Although it’s
not 100% ready,
behind the scenes
we will continue to improve and finalize
the details. But customers can already
benefit from a platform that is modernized and updated. The new platform
offers a solid base for future development with further improvements and
an optimized user experience, offering
content and training which will reinforce
the strategy of ONE-DC towards its
customers. Retail customers can now
go to www.one-dc.com or contact
sales@one-dc.com.
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10 years of Fifty Shades of Grey
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Lovehoney B2B whip up trio

of new Fifty Shades of Grey games
Card and dice games
Bath, England - Lovehoney have released a trio of sexy games to their Fifty Shades of Grey
Official Pleasure Collection, promising to inspire an array of erotic scenarios, as couples
spend more time at home during the pandemic.

T

he new games include: Fifty Shades
of Grey Play Nice Date Night Idea
Cards £8.99/ $9.99/ €9.95 - Fifty Shades
of Grey is the symbol that when it comes
to sex, spontaneity is key– couples can
really heat things up with these 52 frisky
date night cards. Split between ‘Staying In’
and ‘Going Out’, these cards offer a whole
year of excitement for two.
Fifty Shades of Grey Play Nice Talk Dirty
Inspiration Cards  £8.99/ $9.99/ €9.95 Emblazoned with confidence-boosting
quotes from the books, each card boasts
a sexy phrase and instruction for couples
to explore together.
Fifty Shades of Grey Play Nice Kinky Dice
for Couples  £8.99/ $9.99/ €9.95 - A trio
of kinky couple’s dice, to inspire an array
of erotic scenarios complete with tips and
suggestions on how to play. The first dice
displays the location, the body part on

the second and the third dice displays an
action. The rest is up to you!
Inspired by the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy
and approved by the award-winning
author E.L James herself, Lovehoney hope
the trio of new games will kickstart players
on a sensual journey of discovery, fun and
fulfillment. Lovehoney Sales Executive
Jade Bawa said, “We are thrilled to have
launched an array of games to the Fifty
Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection
for the first time. Couples have been seeking spicer sex during the pandemic and
sex games are the perfect way to experiment with play. It’s been 10 years since the
release of the first book and 9 years since
we launched the official collection, and
since then, we have released an extensive
catalogue of toys, bondage, lingerie – and
now games – to the range, to further meet
the appetite of customers.”

PRIVATE adds self-lubricating to the To Go collection
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
exclusively at SCALA: The Wet Kitten
Self Lube To Go by PRIVATE. This lightskin colored masturbator is a compact,
travel-proof masturbator. The discreet
design is designed to deliver the ultimate
stroking and suction satisfaction. The
masturbator is self-lubricating, which
08

means that users only have to add some
water to enjoy a slippery adventure with
maximum glide. Featuring soft realistic
texture, and a comfortable grip, it is a
sensual choice in intimate satisfaction.
The Wet Kitten Self Lube To Go is made
of quality materials to ensure durability, a
lifelike experience, and easy clean-up. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1

New products

from SONO by SHOTS
Lotions, gels, lubes, creams and sprays

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - SONO
comes with a new line of lotions, gels, lubricants,
creams and sprays to enhance sexual pleasure.

‘J

MISSION

POSSIBLE!
ORION-WHOLESALE.com
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0537209

erk It’ is a unisex gel that has been specially developed to increase sensitivity and
make sex more intense. This unique liquid will
intensify orgasms for him as well as her, making
it a more exciting sexual experience for everyone! Apply the gel to the penis, clitoris, nipples
or other erogenous zones. The ‘Maximize
Erection Gel’ and the new ‘Erection Spray’ contain exclusive ingredients for a longer lasting
erection. Directions for use:
Squeeze a small amount of
gel onto your fingertips and
massage directly onto the
penis. The ‘Anal Lube’ is a
water-based lubricant for anal
use. Suitable for use with latex
condoms. Dermatologically
tested, fat-free, colourless,
odourless and tasteless. The
special ‘Anal Ese’ cream is
formulated to ease the way
to fulfilling anal satisfaction. It
contains a mild anaesthetic
that enhances comfort during
penetration. Apply a small
amount of Anal Ese to the rectal area prior to
penetration.The ‘Delay Gel’ and the ‘Performance Spray for Men’ are the method of dealing
directly and effectively with premature ejaculation. Directions for use: Squeeze a small amount
of gel onto your fingertips and massage directly
onto the penis. All above mentioned products
are in stock and shipping.
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Cobeco Pharma’s warehouse expansion
to keep up with rapid growths
More storage and production space
Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Cobeco Pharma proudly announces the finalization
of their warehouse expansion in January 2021.

A

fter breaking ground last year, a
roughly 10,500 ft² was added to the
35,000 ft² existing warehouse and is now
fully equipped and in use. Thanks to the
extra space, Cobeco Pharma is now able
to keep up with the growing sales.“2020
was a successful year for us and resulted
in outgrowing our former warehouse. More
space was required to hold more stock
and to grow our production capacity.
This gives us the opportunity to keep on
delivering the best and quickest service
with full dedication to our clients. The
pandemic slowed down the progress, but
with hard work we managed to keep it

limited. We can’t wait to see the results of
this new step and what the future will hold
for Cobeco Pharma”, said a company
spokesperson.
Cobeco Pharma mainly sees more demand for Private Label products, but also
other product groups, including lubricants
and stimuli products, especially since the
COVID-19 outbreak. In order to keep up
with the growth and create shorter delivery windows, more products are being
produced daily to keep stocks up. Today,
the daily production is rising above 30,000
products a day and requires the now realized storage and production space.

Rainbows, glitter and fishnet
Axel, The Netherlands - You can always
count on Pink Lipstick to add some colour
to lingerie ranges that are usually dominated by black and red. Pink Lipstick offers
soft pink, bright pink, yellow and white lingerie too and recently added rainbow colours.Tonga has added the new garments:
a 2 pc bodystocking which is a sleeveless
crop top and legging, a 2 pc set composed of a skirt and long sleeve crop top and
a long sleeve body. The sets are made of
fishnet material with wide openings, the
body is knitted in a varying open pattern.
10

The bright colours of the new Pink Lipstick
lingerie create happy feelings by just
looking at them and each item is available
as a One Size fits most and a Queen size.
Another new item from Pink Lipstick that
deserves attention is a stunning skirt and
top set made of sheer glitter fabric. The
top has a sexy strappy back and long ties
to wrap around the waist. It’s available in
One Size and Queen size and comes in
black and red. The glitters and see through
effect, the strappy design and the colours
all add up to an irresistible outfit.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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Xtra Silky launched

IT

in February
System JO

Valencia, USA - System JO launched their newest
and thinnest silicone lubricant yet: Xtra Silky. It

➟

adds to their silicone category in a big way, offering consumers a new and unique experience to
try and hopefully fall in love with.

D

esigned to supplement the body’s natural
lubrication, Xtra Silky enhances the pleasures of intimacy by helping to reduce friction
and empower couples‘ intimate creativity. This
is really the perfect blend of pharmaceutical
and flirty; a fantastic product designed with
safety in mind, but ideal for other exciting
adventures like an erotic
couples massage. “As the
leaders in our industry, System JO Xtra Silky exudes
premium, innovative, and
confident. As with all JO
products, we used only the
highest quality ingredients.
Xtra Silky is 510(k) certified,
and we offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee,” says
Brian Woolard, US National
Sales Director for System
JO and CC Wellness. “Xtra
Silky is the thinnest, longest lasting lubricant on the
market and we are proud
to launch it as System JO’s newest line.”Xtra
Silky is also fortified with Vitamin E for optimal
moisturization that hydrates and protects.
It has no preservatives, fragrances, and is
free of siloxanes; just three simple high quality
ingredients, available in 1oz, 2 oz, and
4 oz sizes.

0537306
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the eroFame 2021 is sponsored by:

Europa's most important trade
fair for the erotic industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• Internationales and
marketrelevant exhibitors
• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels

• Catering service for
your customers included
• Unique exhibition area at
the EXPO City Hanover
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axhibitors and visitors
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RCC Wholesale creates
formula for success
The RCC Wholesale Money Back Guarantee
Belfast, Northern Ireland - It’s nothing less than you would expect from one of the world’s
most innovative and reliable wholesalers of sexual health supplements: a formula for success that includes a 100% Money Back Guarantee.

P

harmacists - Created by a group of
UK-qualified pharmacists, RCC Wholesale has the credentials and experience
to create products that really work: sexual
health products based on sound science
that customers really love. Testing - The
team at RCC Wholesale developed their
sexual health supplements the same way
new products are created by the world’s
leading pharmaceutical companies, basing
them on scientific research and subjecting them to rigorous testing throughout
the manufacturing process. The result?
Proven products that ‘do what it says on
the tin’, products known for their quality and reliability, and products that truly
work. Money back guarantee - When you
understand the company’s way of working,
it’s easy to understand their 100% Money
Back Guarantee. They’re committed
to creating first-rate products that are
safe, that work, and that generate repeat

business for them and their retailers. The
Money Back Guarantee is a clear sign
that the company believes in every single
product. If it’s not up to scratch, then it
goes against everything they stand for and,
put simply, you deserve your money back.
Success through quality - RCC Wholesale is constantly scouring the market in
pursuit of raw ingredients that meet their
exacting standards in quality, purity and
sustainability. In the unlikely event - If you
or your customers aren’t happy with your
purchase, RCC Wholesale will refund
every penny spent. This Guarantee applies
to every one of their products, including
bestsellers, products for male and female
partners, and any format - whether that’s
in supplement form, sprays, under-the-tongue pills or capsules. The RCC Wholesale
Money Back Guarantee is a key part of
their formula for success. Find out more at
RCC-Wholesale.com. 		

New items from Grey Velvet
now available at ST RUBBER

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
expands its range with new sexy lingerie from the brand Grey Velvet! Several
sets consisting of two, three or even
four products are now available. Grey
Velvet stands for fancy sexy designs with
14

attention to detail and a high quality. If you
have any further questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service will be happy to
help under the telephone number: +49
6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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DISCOVER
THE SATISFYER
EFFECT
With our new wearables, finger vibrators,
rotating tip innovations and more

!
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#LoveNextLevel
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Learn

more and

contact
us!
er.com

info@satisfy

®

LOVE WITHOUT
LIMITS
We are dedicated to creating the most pleasurable and multi-sensory
experiences for our customers – we are constantly developing new sensations!
Our newest ground-breaking sexual wellness innovation is the Satisfyer
Connect App – an unprecedented sensual journey with new in-app features
updated monthly.
100% Data Security
Remote Control
Vibration Creator
Ambient Vibrations
Playlist Vibration

#LoveNextLevel

ONE BRAND,
ONE WORLD,
ONE LOVE
“IFA 2020: These products

“Now a wellness tech brand

“The Satisfyer is one of the

deserve our „HOTTEST Tech“-

has launched a new sex toy

most revolutionary toys on

Award, Satisfyer Connect

that connects to your alarm

the market. This miraculous

App”

clock and ‚wakes you up with

vibe combines all the benefits

a buzz‘„

of oral sex with deep g-spot
stimulation.”

“The cult-favorite air pulse
stimulator that‘s well on its
way to becoming the next
Magic Wand as a legendary
must-have.“

“But when I first tried the
Satisfyer Pro 2, I was able to
have three orgasms in one
night (though not one session).
Obviously, I wanted to know
more.“

“This toy is considered the
best beginner‘s suction toy
and always has been for the
years its been out.“

All around the world, fans know and crave the joy that Satisfyer brings.
And, it’s not just our consumers. Top media outlets are also excited about
all our products. Satisfyer is always feeling the love!

“It‘s great fun to explore the
app. Especially the
live control function allows
for many single or
couple plays.“
Satisfyer Connect

“That‘s what I‘d call a cool
app :) Works great from a
technical point of view.
Connecting to the Curvy 2+
was intuitive and
trouble-free.“

“The app is easy and
inutitive to use - it almost
works instantly.
We are thrilled!“

“The app is amazing! There
are no ads. I particularly
enjoyed the vibration
creator. I am absolutely
‚satisfied‘!“

Satisfyer Connect
Satisfyer Connect

“Thanks to the playlist function of the Satisfyer Connect
App I was able to rediscover
my favorite song. I love the
feeling – it’s incredible!“
Satisfyer Connect

“It didn‘t take long for me to
enjoy an intense climax.
It is incredible each and
every time - I hope I won‘t
get addicted.“
Satisfyer Pro 2

Satisfyer Connect

FOLLOW US
SATISFYERCOM

FOLLOW US
SATISFYERCOM

Focus Open 2020
Special Mention
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reddot winner 2020

250 AWARDS.
MORE TO COME!
The reasons Satisfyer is a fan favorite because of the beautiful designs and
intuitive experience. In fact, Satisfyer products have received more than
250 International Design awards. Our beautiful packaging is just one of the
many reasons why we are adored!

BECOME THE
SEXIEST
SELLER ALIVE
Satisfyer is your partner in success. We strive to support you and your
business the best we can. We have a number of marketing assets
available to you!

Luxurious
Displays
Almost too good to be true:
Our displays show off our
Satisfyer products from
their best angles.

Learn

more and

contact
us!
er.com

info@satisfy

Exciting
unboxing experience
Packaging makes a great first impression, it is the
first consumer touch point on your shelves and initially engages the customer. Our packaging just won
the German Brand Award 2020 – unboxing our
products always brings happiness!

Learn

more and

contact
us!
r.com

info@satisfye

LIVE YOUR
WILDEST
DREAMS
Stock photo. Shot with model.

With our new Wearables

#LoveNextLevel

Wear the pleasure
anytime, anywhere
NEW

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

39,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Sexy
Secret
Panty Vibrator

Learn

more and

contact
us!
r.com

info@satisfye

NEW

Clitoral stimulation
through pressure
waves and vibration.

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

39,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Curvy 2 +
Air Pulse Stimulator
+ Vibration

Orgasms guaranteed with our
CES awarded Love Triangle
NEW

Clitoral stimulation
through pressure
waves and vibration.

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

49,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Love
Triangle
Air Pulse Stimulator
+ Vibration

Learn

more and

contact
us!
er.com

info@satisfy

BECOME
A HERO OF LOVE
Stock photo. Shot with model.

Feel the Satisfyer Effect with a fingertip

#LoveNextLevel

Experience new heights with
our new finger vibrators

COMING

SOON

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

29,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

High
Fly

Finger Vibrator

Wear the pleasure
on your hand

COMING

SOON

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

29,95 €

15

Candy
Cane

GUARANTEE

Finger Vibrator

YEAR

Pure seduction
for couples

NEW

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

39,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Double
Joy
Partner Vibrator

Learn

more and

contact
us!
er.com

info@satisfy

DISCOVER
YOURSELF
Stock photo. Shot with model.

Feel the Satisfyer Effect

#LoveNextLevel

A new star is born
COMING

SOON

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

49,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Dual
Kiss

Air Pulse Vibrator

Twist & Shout
COMING

SOON

rotating tip innovation
for precise stimulation
MSRP incl. 20% VAT

39,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Twirling
Fun
Tip Vibrator

Learn

more and

contact
us!
r.com

COMING

info@satisfye

SOON

rotating tip innovation
for precise stimulation
MSRP incl. 20% VAT

49,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Twirling
Joy
Tip Vibrator

Learn

more and

contact
us!
r.com

info@satisfye

BE WHO YOU
WANT TO BE
Stock photo. Shot with model.

with our new Plug Vibrators

#LoveNextLevel

Try something new
in your love life
COMING

SOON

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

49,95 €

15

Plugilicious 2

GUARANTEE

Plug Vibrator

YEAR

Learn

more and

contact
us!
r.com

info@satisfye

NEW
MSRP incl. 20% VAT

29,95 €

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Love
Breeze

Air Pulse Stimulator

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

99,95 €
COMING

SOON

15

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Double
Wand-er

Wand Vibrator

THIS LOVE
LASTS A
„LIFETIME“!
All Satisfyer products come insured with an impressive 15 year
guarantee. In 100+ countries, more than 25 million women, men,
and couples have fallen in love with Satisfyer for enriching their
sex lives – keeping them coming back for more. We strive to
launch new products each month to keep the love alive and to
keep up with the demand!
To learn more, contact us at info@satisfyer.com

15
ATR
YE
A RA N E E
GU

#LoveNextLevel
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International Dreamlove

presents ANNE’S DESIRE
Including the WATCHME technology

Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - International Dreamlove is releasing ANNE’S DESIRE, an elegant and sensual brand that is going to revolutionize the world of sexuality and sensuality
in the coming years thanks to the quality of its products, innovative designs, capable of
captivating anyone, and new ideas to find total pleasure in intimate relationships.

“O

ur philosophy is the total and full
enjoyment of all kinds of sexual
pleasures. We consider it a universal
right that must be inalienable and always
protected,” the company says. “We
work on the philosophy of satisfying
distinguished clients. To do this, we fully
support the rights to pleasure that we
all have. Thus, we were born not only
as ANNE’S DESIRE and manufacturers
of revolutionary sex toys, but also as
experience designers who seek full
fun, trying to achieve new worlds of

satisfaction along the way that overflow
the five senses.” All ANNE’S DESIRE Toys
include the WATCHME technology. This
is a sex smart watch that will help users
control all ANNE’S DESIRE sex toys. It
can be paired with all sex toys that use
the WATCHME technology to control
vibrations and functions. All ANNE’S
DESIRE toys are made of medical grade
silicone, they are waterproof and USB
rechargeable. There are five products
available at the moment: Curve, Rabbit,
Egg, Dual and Panty Secret.

Larry Flynt has passed away
Los Angeles, USA - Larry Flynt, U.S.
businessman, adult industry pioneer
and strong advocate of Free Speech,
died Wednesday, February 10th, 2021,
at the age of 78. Flynt, who was born
in 1942 in the U.S. state of Kentucky,
laid the foundation for his ‘erotic empire’ in the mid-1960s when he opened
several strip clubs. In 1974, he began
publishing ‘Hustler’ magazine. Two years
later, he founded the company Larry
Flynt Publications, which was active in a
wide variety of fields. Due to the explicit
content of the ‘Hustler’ magazine, he was
repeatedly involved in legal disputes. Flynt

Larry Flynt died Wednesday, February 10th, 2021,
at the age of 78

42

has always openly and clearly advocated Free Speech. In 1978, a right-wing
extremist fired several shots at Flynt and
his then-attorney. The gunshot wound
left Flynt paralyzed from the waist down.
In 1988, Flynt celebrated a major victory
in the U.S. Supreme Court in the fight for
Free Speech. A televangelist parodied
in ‘Hustler’ sued Flynt for damages, but
the court ruled that freedom of speech
took precedence over the televangelist’s
alleged personal harm from the parody.
Flynt’s life and story was made into a film
in 1996 under the title ‘The People vs.
Larry Flynt’.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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New Vibrators with a Warming

Function from ‚Sweet Smile‘
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - ‚Sweet Smile‘ is one of ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. This is
because the lifestyle design of these playful sex toys makes people what to make love.

T

wo new vibrators with a warming
function and handle have now been
added to the extensive ‚Sweet Smile‘ assortment. The ‚Warming Soft Vibrators‘
are available in pink and purple.They
have a warming function, a beautiful
handle and various stimulating grooved textures. Their 12 vibration modes
seduce in a versatile way, while the
warming function (up to 45°C) provides
extremely realistic warm feelings. The
warming function can be used separately. Both vibrators are waterproof and
can therefore be used in the bath or the
shower. They can be recharged with the
included USB cable. The ‚Warming Soft
Vibrators‘ from Sweet Smile are made

out of extremely soft ‚Ultra Premium Soft
Liquid Silicone‘. They are delivered in
cardboard boxes that have a description
of the product in various languages on
them as well.
The product can be seen behind the
blister packaging once the front of the
box has been opened. The box can
be easily opened and closed because
it has a magnetic fastener. Not only is the
packaging eye-catching and guarantees
a sale, but it can also be stood up or
hung up with the hanger in the middle.
More products will now fit into the sales
space because they’re more compact.
They also take up less space when
they’re in storage as well.

Daring Intimates’ new additions
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Daring Intimates just launched in January 2021 and is
already adding new panties to their sexy
collection. Using lush fabrics such as soft
mesh and delicate lace, Daring Intimates
makes sure that any woman wearing
this lingerie goes into the world fearlessly
and feeling like the powerful, confident
woman she is. The comfortable basics
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will make sure she feels pleasant throughout her day. Daring Intimates contains
sexy panties and provocative crotchless
panties. Especially made for when you are
ready to trade the intimate, powerful moments of the day for the more daring and
seductive moments of night. The Daring
Intimates collection is exclusively available
for SCALA customers.
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AQUAglide - The topseller

with attractive discount

The offer starts on March 1st and ends on March 31st
Hanover, Germany - In March, retailers will receive a 10% discount on AQUAglide neutral
and AQUAglide liquid and a 15% discount on all other varieties in the AQUAglide range.

O

riginal AQUAglide is known as
Europe‘s popular lubricant brand.
With AQUAglide, long-time users associate crystal clear, pleasantly sensitive and
extremely skin-friendly quality. The medical
lubricant is perfect for especially long-lasting lovemaking. The long-term gliding
properties of the high-quality gel ensure
optimal moisture during intimate intercourse and users even report „feeling in a class
of its own“. The consistency of AQUAglide, which is adapted to the needs of the
customer, surprises with a handling that
promotes lovemaking. And if something
should go wrong, no problem, AQUAglide
leaves no stains. The ‚bestseller‘ made
in Germany is water-soluble, grease-free
and suitable for condoms. Dermatological
tests guarantee a high level of skin-friendliness. AQUAglide is especially suitable

for sensitive persons. AQUAglide neutral
is available in a wide variety of packaging
units to meet different usage requirements:
from individual portion packs for on-thego use to bulk packaging with a one-litre
content in a practical pump dispenser. The
classic user can choose between a 50 ml
or 200 ml tube or a 125 ml or 75 ml pump
dispenser.
Thanks to its food-grade formula, AQUAglide is also the first choice for oral sex.
JOYDIVISION offers a 15% discount on
the strawberry, cherry, exotic, raspberry
and vanilla flavours. Variants such as
anal, sensitive, 2in1, massage + glide and
stimulation gel are of course also discounted by 15 %.Only while stocks last. Simply
send your order to vertrieb@JOYDIVISION.
de. The AQUAglide offer is valid from 01
March 2021 to 31 March 2021.

Pipedream debuts three new 3Some Wall Bangers
West Hills, USA - Pipedream
Products is now shipping three
brand-new Wall Bangers from their
best-selling 3Some collection. Like
previous Wall Banger versions, the new
trio features magnetic-locking remote
controls, hands-free silicone suction-cup
bases, whisper-quiet rechargeable motors,
and smooth and sensuous Elite silicone
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shapes. With 11 exclusive styles to choose
from, the 3Some collection puts the fun in
function with triple-decker sensations and
three times the enjoyment! What makes
the 3Some Wall Bangers so unique and
desirable is their unrivaled versatility–all
three plugs can be enjoyed with or without
the remote control and with or without the
handy silicone suction cups. 
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Versatile ‚Love Ball & Touch Vibrator‘ from You2Toys
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The ‚Love Ball & Touch Vibrator‘ from You2Toys unites two sex toys: a vibro-bullet and a lay-on vibrator.
The vibro-bullet is made out of velvety soft silicone and is very gentle and versatile when it’s being used.

I

t can be worn discreetly in public and can
also be controlled via the remote control. The
remote control is also made out of velvety soft
silicone and can either be used by the person
wearing the toy or by a partner. The 10 quiet
vibration modes are perfect for lots of fun and
exciting moments of pleasure. The remote
control can be used as a lay-on vibrator as
well which means that this set can stimulate

the internal and external pleasure
spots at the same time. Both of
the sex toys are waterproof and
this means that fun can also be
had in the bathroom as well. The
toys can be recharged with the
included USB cable. The ‚Love
Ball & Touch Vibrator‘ is delivered
in high-quality, sturdy packaging.

N E W S

pjur ‚Nordics Edition‘

now permanently available
Country-specific language version to better serve the Nordic markets
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The ‚pjur Nordics Edition‘, which made its debut in August 2020,
is now permanently available in the intimate product manufacturer‘s portfolio.

T

en pjur bestsellers were specifically
designed for the Nordic markets
(Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark) and contain the respective national
languages, as well as English, on the
label. „We are pleased to be able to serve
the steadily growing pjur fan base in the
Nordic countries even better. That‘s why
our most popular pjur products are now
permanently available with labels in the

Scandinavian languages. Familiar pjur
quality meets locally adapted labels“, says
Stefan Daniel, Senior Key Account Manager Sales at pjur. This addition to the pjur
portfolio allows all pjur customers to serve
their customers in the Nordics region
with targeted products. The selected pjur
range contains information in the following
languages: Swedish, Finnish, Danish,
Norwegian and English.

OhMiBod releases next

generation of the blueMotion NEX|2 vibrator

Stratham, USA OhMiBod has released
the next generation of the blueMotion
NEX|2, its award-winning, Bluetooth
enabled G-spot vibrator. With a beloved
design celebrated by the media and
customers alike, the NEX|2 is ideal for
both solo and couples play and pairs
with the OhMiBod Remote App to
connect partners from across the room
or around the world. The blueMotion
NEX|2 features a diversity of modes that
suit nearly every mood and hit all the
right spots – both internal and external.
Don’t want to think about it too much?
‚Rhythm‘ delivers seven pre-set patterns.
‚Club Vibe,‘ which made OhMiBod a
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household name, enables the vibrator to
react to ambient sounds, be it a favorite playlist or a lover’s voice, through
a smartphone or tablet’s microphone.
‚Tap and record‘ puts the controls and
vibrations at a person’s fingertips so they
can create their own patterns. One of the
NEX|2’s most unique modes is ‚Pulse.‘
If your partner makes your heart skip a
beat, Pulse makes sure you can feel it
by syncing the vibrator with the
Remote App on the Apple Watch.
OhMiBod’s second generation blueMotion NEX|2 is splashproof, USB rechargeable, and comes with a one-year
manufacturer’s warranty.
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Breathtaking Vinyl Outfits from BLACK LEVEL
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - Seven new, breathtaking vinyl outfits from BLACK LEVEL are now available in size S to XL at ORION
Wholesale. The washable, shiny vinyl outfits from BLACK LEVEL have been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters.

T

hey stand out from the rest because of their
fancy styles that are in a sturdy, stretchy
quality – this means that the outfits fit perfectly
and are comfortable at the same time. These
outfits make the wildest of fantasies become
reality because they are versatile and comfortable
but they also have a lot of sex appeal as well.
Both fetish lovers and fashionable women with a
feel for that ‚little extra something‘ will love these

shiny erotic gems. All the BLACK LEVEL
items are delivered in a high-quality cardboard
box with a detailed image of the respective
product on it and a description of the product
in nine languages as well. Not only is the
packaging eye-catching, but it can also be
stood up or hung up with the hanger in the
middle. More products will now fit into the sales
space because they’re more compact.

DOPPIO
MOVE
Rechargeable

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

N E W S

XOUXOU
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale is now launching special sex toys for maximum
pleasure and diverse moments of fun. The sex toys are from the premium brand XOUXOU.

T

he elegant sex toys from XOUXOU
have been specially developed for
a woman’s needs. They are for women
who want to spice up their sex lives with
toys that aren’t necessarily for beginners.
A partner can also join in the fun so that
they can add that extra thrill to a routine
that might have developed over time.
Whether it’s a normal vibrator, rabbit
vibrator, vibro-bullet or butt plug – each
sex toy from XOUXOU has a certain feature e.g. a suction, warming or squirting
function, an up-and-down movement,
a remote control or electro-stimulation.
All the sex toys from XOUXOU are made
out of high-quality silicone and are in a
beautiful purple or black colour. They are
waterproof which means that they can
also be used in the bath or the shower.
They can be recharged with the included
USB cable. There is also a storage bag
included with every sex toy as well.

The XOUXOU sex toys are delivered in
discreet packaging that puts the focus
on the respective product and its features. These features can be seen at the
front with the picture of the product. The
main feature is also highlighted at the
front with a further icon. Large, pastel-coloured flowers frame the product
and create a delicate, playful overall
image. There is a small silicone sticker
on the packaging which makes it easy
for the customers to feel the material
that’s used for the products. The slip lid
box with a sleeve and the small silicone
sticker highlight the high-quality feel of
these sex toys. The products’ retail values are between €59.95 and €119.00.
ORION Wholesale is offering its customers a special XOUXOU catalogue for its
retail customers. The 12-page catalogue
(item number 09137660000 / Bundle of
25) is in German and English.

FRÖHLE new at ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER has
expanded its product range and now
distributes products of the well-known
brand FRÖHLE. Already successfully
positioned in the market for many years,
the brand is particularly convincing due
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to its high product quality. If you have
any further questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be happy to help
under the telephone number: +49
6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com
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Spring is in the air with the ‚Flutter

Effect Finger Vibrator‘ from Belou
New at ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - The latest product designed at ORION is here: the ‚Flutter Effect
Finger Vibrator‘ from Belou!

T

his very small and decorative finger
vibrator in tulip design provides
spot-on pleasure for all the hotspots! The
4 fluttering petals vibrate in 7 exciting
modes.It is extremely easy to use and
very effective: the finger vibrator’s ring
goes on any finger and a bit of waterbased lubricant is put on the ‚petals‘.
This vibrator can then pleasure the
sensitive pleasure spots like the nipples,
anus or perineum directly once the
intense vibrations have been turned on.
The vibrations can only be felt on the
part of the body that is being stimulated
by the ‚petals‘ and not on the finger itself
which means that the finger won’t feel

unpleasantly numb. The finger vibrator
can also be used as a classic lay-on
vibrator because it has a larger part just
above the ring where the motor sits.
This little gem is also waterproof and
therefore loves being used in the bath
or the shower. It is also a discreet travel
companion because it has a travel lock.
It can be recharged with the included
USB cable. The ‚Flutter Effect Finger
Vibrator‘ from Belou is delivered in a
high-quality white box that is covered in
a beautiful black slipcase. The respective
displays with testers for advertising the
product the Point of Sale will be available
for retail stores. 

SHOTS now exclusive European
distributor of Maia Toys

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands Maia Toys was established in Los Angeles
in 2010, and since then has quickly gained
recognition as a leader in the adult accessories and pleasure products market, all
over the world. Maia Toys has become a
household name for fashion forward styles
that recognise the colours of eroticism with
the selection of their personal pleasure objects. They offer massagers and accesso58

ries which are thoughtfully designed to suit
your mood with comfort and functionality
in mind. They took the classics and updated them with a modern approach. They
pledge to continue to produce products
that appeal to the sophisticated shopper
at affordable prices, while maintaining
the highest level of customer satisfaction.
SHOTS is stocking the full assortment of
61 different products.
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CLITORAL,
VAGINAL & ANAL
STIMULATION

0598186

0598178

7

Rechargeable

Flexible

Remote
control

Soft Touch

Waterproof

Travel lock

2101-051

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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XR Brands debuts ‚Pulse Pro‘
Unique dual stimulator features innovative combinations of pulsing action & vibration
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is thrilled to announce the latest addition to its innovative, luxurious, and elegant Inmi line: the 7X Pulse Pro Pulsating & Clitoral Stimulation
Vibe with Remote. Designed with function, aesthetic, and quality in mind, the Pulse Pro
eschews the ordinary to bring users the extraordinary, thanks to an ergonomic shape, powerful dual motors, and a clever combination of pulsation and vibration for blended orgasms.

P

ulse Pro’s unique design and powerful
motors combine for a fulfilling toy
that‘s as comfortable and easy to use as
it is pleasurable. With a pulsing clitoral
pad and powerful G-spot vibrating stem
that stimulate inside and out, the Pulse
Pro makes it easy to achieve the elusive
blended orgasm while experiencing
targeted massage to some of the most
sensitive erogenous zones.The luxe Pulse
Pro offers two speeds and five patterns
of intense pulsing in the clitoral stimulator
and two speeds and five patterns of
powerful vibration in the G-spot stem.
Users can easily flip through each function
using the buttons on the toy itself, or

with the included wireless controller for
convenient exploration. The controller
can be used to make solo sessions more
comfortable or handed over to a love
for exciting partner play. “Inmi’s target
shopper has always been the person
who’s moved beyond the basic and is
looking for something that better reflects
her sensual style,” XR Brands President
Rebecca Weinberg said. “The Pulse Pro
is designed to stand out in a market
full of similar-looking toys; it is made for
consumers who want something wellmade, powerful, and with a luxe look, and
we expect this to be a popular addition to
the dual-stim category.” 

The Slutty Señorita To Go –

PRIVATE To Go’s newest addition

Wijchen., The Netherlands - New at
SCALA: The Slutty Señorita To Go by
PRIVATE. This caramel skin-colored masturbator is a great addition to the PRIVATE
to Go series. The Slutty Señorita To Go
is a compact, travel-proof masturbator,
ready to pleasure you, wherever and
whenever you want! Designed to deliver
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the ultimate stroking and suction satisfaction. Featuring soft realistic texture and a
comfortable grip, it is a sensual choice in
intimate satisfaction. Part of the PRIVATE
To Go collection, the Slutty Señorita To
Go is made of quality materials to ensure
durability, a lifelike experience, and easy
clean-up.
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NEW

0596914

0597945

High-quality silicone toys for the
anus and prostate – easy to
control via the remote control

0596400
0596418
0596426

2101-048
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Crystal Delights dazzles with

new website and fresh products
6 new, borosilicate glass products are now available

Brinnon, USA - Crystal Delights has added several new designs to their collection in addition to re-vamping their website at CrystalDelights.com.

A

vailable immediately for wholesale
and retail, the company highlights 6
new, borosilicate glass products for play:
the Rainbow Bubble Dildo, the FunFetti
plug, the Crystal-T handle plug, and 3
Sparkle plugs with unique designs: the
Crystal base, magnetic base, and detachable base. “We are so excited to be
able to bring our new ‘Brought to you By’
products to the marketplace,” said Crystal
Delights owner Andrew Schwartz. “Working in collaboration with our new larger
glass manufacturer, we are able to bring
these innovative designs to everyone at an
economical price and maintain the quality
standards we are known for.”
The company says they’re committed to
highlighting the Crystal Delights promise of

top quality throughout the company’s two
manufacturing channels. Crystal Delights
‘Made by Us’ products are manufactured
locally in the company’s manufacturing
facility in Washington, USA.
Crystal Delights ‘Brought to you By’ products are manufactured by a new partner
who can produce Crystal Delights designs
at a lower price. The company passes this
reduction in manufacturing costs along to
their customers. Additionally, Crystal Delights inspects and approves all new products to ensure the quality standards for
which their brand is well known. All of the
company’s newest releases are ‘Brought
to you By” products. For wholesale ordering information, contact Crystal Delights at
orders@crystaldelights.com

New: Ouch! Acrylic Gold -and
Silver Glitter Butt Plug Set

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Is
orgasmic anal action what you’re seeking?
SHOTS’ sparkling golden and silver acrylic
butt plugs promise not to disappoint. The
set offers a variety of three different sizes,
designed with comfort, easy insertion
and ultimate pleasure in mind. Relax and
enjoy some of the most fulfilling back door
pleasure of your life, whether on your own
or with your playmate. This glittering set
of plugs is ready to give your booty an
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upgrade to ‘bootiful’. Start small and work
your way up to the larger size. The plugs
have a tapered tip for easy insertion and
extra satisfaction. The base is flared for
complete comfort & security. Just lube up
and you’re ready to go. All 3 products
offer a heightened climax and just when
you think you have reached your limit;
our anal sex toys will give you the climactic
surprise of your life.Now in stock and shipping! Available at www.shots.nl
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2642557
2221209

SENSUAL. PLAYFUL.
ELEGANT.
THE HIGH-CLASS LABEL
FOR WOMEN
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Desire by Swiss Navy preps

for international debut
Product line coming to Europe soon

Pompano Beach, USA – M.D. Science Lab, makers of the iconic Swiss Navy brand, announced that the US shipping of their newest collection, ‘Desire by Swiss Navy’, is successfully in
full swing and preparation is under way to launch Desire on an international scale.

“T

he popularity of our Desire by Swiss
Navy collection has been overwhelming,” said Briana Watkins, M.D. Science
Lab’s Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “Customer responses have all been
positive and the feedback we’re receiving
is that this female-created collection is
exceeding expectations. We all know good
things are worth the wait! And we’re excited to be gearing up to share Desire with
our international customers very soon.”
US shipments of the Desire by Swiss
Navy collection began in early February

and M.D. Science Lab is now ramping up
production to prepare for their expansion
into Europe and other global locations.
“A number of my global customers have
already expressed interest in Desire,”
said Randy Withers, M.D. Science Lab’s
International Sales Manager. “Our team is
working hard to get this collection into the
hands of all our customers worldwide.”
The ‘Desire by Swiss Navy’ collection is a
unique and comprehensive product line
designed with the female buyer and the
female body in mind.


Media Kits available at the SCALA website
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Great news
for SCALA customers who are looking
for more support: the company has
added ‘Media Kits’ to the website. This
way SCALA customers can download
high-res product and lifestyle images,
web banners, social media images, fact
sheets, product information and many
more. There are media kits for PRIVATE,
Daring Intimates, CalExotics and WOW
Tech Group available and SCALA hopes
to add more as soon as possible. The
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media kits can be found on the website
at ‘Retail Support’ by selecting ‘Media
Kits’. This is only available for SCALA
customers, who are logged in. “At
SCALA we always strive to improve
where necessary. We want the best
for our customers and want to provide
them with excellent customer service.
We want to be a partner for the brands
and our customers. Like we said many
times before; we are here to help you
succeed!” the company states. 
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• Mains-powered masturbator
including a sleeve
• It can be used with a variety of sleeves
• Variable strokes
• It can be controlled via web browser

0598950

• Compatible with video content from
handyfeeling.com

2101-053
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Unleash your inhibitions

with Unleashed from CalExotics
Exclusively at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Give in to your sexual desires and explore your kinky side with
these leopard print bondage sets from CalExotics. Choose between two adventures sets
and get wild.

M

aster the art of domination with
the Adventure Set, designed to
help you conquer your darkest desires.
Explore your submissive’s limits as you
master each delectable device to create
the ultimate fantasy.Or experience the
thrill of submission with the Surrender
Set, designed to bring you to your

knees. Embrace the power of losing
control as you explore each sensual
accessory to create the ultimate playtime.
Each set includes a roll up travel case
allowing playtime anytime! In addition, all
Unleashed products are fully adjustable,
durable, and feature a plushy soft lining
and fierce leopard print.

#normalizelube
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur’s newest
campaign aims to normalize personal
lubricant use. To do so, women should
explore their own desires, listen to what
their body is saying and communicate
their needs openly. Because then the use
of lubricant would be more normal. It‘s in
your hands - „As women, we often find
that we take a back seat when it comes to
sex and talking about sex. Or we wait and
somehow expect our partners to figure out
what it is we want.“ Therefore, empowering women to explore their own body
and sexual desire is an important aspect
of the campaign. Only those who know
what is good for them can confidently take
responsibility for their own pleasure. Listen
to your body - Dryness can be caused by
a wide range of factors. It can be linked
to the menstrual cycle or it could be that
your mind is not getting turned on „quickly“
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enough. It can also be caused by stress or
hormones (due to pregnancy, childbirth or
the menopause, for example). Personal lubricant is often still considered a tabu.This
stems from the stigma that women must
have physical or emotional issues if their
bodies do not produce enough natural
lubricant. Speak openly about your desires
and needs - No one likes talking about
problems. And when it comes to intimate
subjects such as sex, dryness or problems
with our sex lives, we often feel ashamed
too. An open conversation about your
(physical) needs with your partner, a good
friend or even with a doctor you trust, can
help to address uncertainties with your
own body. Use lube with confidence Personal lubricant can help support the
wellbeing by taking away the pressure to
produce natural lubrication and allowing
women to stop worrying about dryness. 
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JUST GLIDE STRAWBERRY
BECOMES JUST PLAY
STRAWBERRY!

COME &
PLAY …

200 ml 0625728

50 ml 0625710

2101-052
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SOLD OUT IN THE USA
KURVE ARRIVES IN EUROPE!

PATENTED DUAL-MOTOR
TREBLE AND BASS TECHNOLOGYTM

KURVE

USE QR TO REQUEST
TRADE DETAILS

EMAIL: RINGO.BAGINDA@HOTOCTOPUSS.COM

F E A T U R E

The ship has sailed (not yet)

Wi l l C BD pr o d u c ts be c o m e a s s u c c e s s f u l i n th e E U a s th ey a re in America ?

Yes

A

re CBD products worth their weight
in retail gold, or is it time to wonder
what adult bath and body brands have
been smoking? Today‘s industry trends
have convinced me to believe (and
research) the hype. Have you noticed that
CBD products, like edible extracts, clitoral
stimulating sprays and massage oils, are
slowly taking over the adult cosmetics
sector? The cheesy Cheech and Chong
stereotypes associated with cannabis
died long ago, and in their wake, we‘ve
stumbled onto the next big niche in adult
product sales. If you‘re not investing in the
future of CBD, you‘re missing out (and I‘m
staring long and hard at you, Europe!). A
quick Google search whittled down the
topic to a pair of striking statistics. The
global cannabidiol market is expected to
grow at a compound annual growth rate
of 22.2% from 2019 to 2025, reaching
USD 23.6 billion by 2025. In Europe
alone, the market is on course to grow
400% over the next four years, according
to the Brightfield Group report. If those
numbers aren‘t enough to send sales
representatives ringing manufacturers and
wholesalers off the hook, I‘m not sure
what will. But the message is clear:
cannabis extract products aren‘t just for
‚stoners‘ anymore, and they‘re able to

Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. correspondent

The US erotic market
welcomed the emergence
of CBD products quickly
and with open arms, and
these products have proven
to be a highly profitable
sales generator for many
American trade members.
Now, most trends that
originate in the United
States have a tendency of
finding their way into
Europe sooner or later, so,
the obvious question is:
How much potential is there
for these products on our
side of the Atlantic. Will the
CBD wave wash over
Europe or will it break
before it reaches these
climes?
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produce sexually-arousing results backed
by medical professionals. Simply put,
CBD is said to aid mental focus, relaxation and positive mood while removing
anxiety and brain fog. When applied to
the skin or genitals, it reduces pain,
soothes sore muscles, and increases
blood flow and pleasurable sensations.
Legalities will obviously vary by country,
but not to worry. Broad-spectrum CBD
extract is devoid of THC, the chemical
that‘s most often deemed illegal. And if
CBD extract isn‘t available in your country,
hemp seed oil products - which are
derived differently from CBD and therefore
less potent - are your next, best bet.
Wherever you are in the world, keep your
eyes on cannabis. It‘s the future of the
all-natural adult cosmetics niche.
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No
T

he market for CBD products has been
characterised by extreme growth for
several years. Actually, if you went and looked
at figures about the sales numbers, the
revenue, and the growth prospects for this
category, your jaw would probably hit the floor.
Only last year, market research agency
ResearchAndMarkets predicted that the global
market for CBD products would go from a
global volume of roughly 970 million dollars in
2020 to a whopping 5.4 billion dollars in 2025.
And here is some more statistical data to
show that this trend is also gaining momentum in Europe: Grand View Analysis expects
the European CBD market to grow by as
much as 400 percent over the course of the
next four years. Of course, these growth
predictions vary depending on which research
institute you look at, which has to do with the
different ways in which they create their
analyses and predictions, but the general
tenor is the same across the board: CBD
products are booming, baby! Especially in
Northern America. Two years ago, the United
States accounted for 70% of global CBD
product sales. Experts accredit this leading
position of the USA to the fact that these
products were quickly and readily available in
America and that the consumers quickly
opened up to the potential advantages (and
effects) of these types of products. Conse73

quently, the number of producers
and distributors selling CBD
products skyrocketed. In Europe,
however, things have developed
quite differently, which was to be
expected. In most markets, the
legal situation was murky for the
longest time, which obviously
ruined any chances of quick and
thorough market penetration.
Another reason would be the retail
structures, which have grown and
evolved quite differently in European
countries. At any rate, there are still
many retailers who do not offer CBD
products in Europe. So, in conclusion, I
do not doubt that there will be CBD-infused lubricants and massage oils in
European erotic stores, and some of
them may even become big hits, but that
will be as far as it goes for the foreseeable
future. By and large, the growth that
experts have been predicting for Europe
will be limited to pharmaceutical and body
care products, cosmetics, nutraceuticals,
and medical products.

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief
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Carl Prent is done

with filling nightstands

Ca r l P r e n t retires a nd bids th e ero tic industry go o dbye
By far the oldest and most remarkable member of ONE-DC is leaving
the erotic industry. ONE-DC had the pleasure of working with Carl
Prent in his final industry years. While he was ready for retirement
age-wise a while ago, his love for the industry and his customers
compelled him to keep working and travelling. But since he hasn’t
been traveling for a year and couldn’t do what he loved most,
he and the ONE-DC team decided it was time to part.
Without being able to say a final goodbye to his industry
friends, we asked Carl to give us some insight into the
footprints he left behind in our industry.

How Carl’s career in the erotic industry
started, almost 30 years ago in 1993
“I started working in the adult porn
business. Adult porn was a big thing
back then as there was no internet
yet. So porn was sold through videos
and the revenue on each video was
amazing. The Super 8 and VHR video
(the one with a ribbon that you had to
rewind) sold like hot sandwiches, it was
easy money. At the time, I worked for
Phantasm Video (Leisure time Ranch
o Rama), founded by James and Karin
Turner. They opened a new market in
Europe, which was a huge success
and also the beginning of the rest of my
career in the erotic market.”
The very beginning
“I learned a lot from James Turner, he
sent me to the US and China to buy
toys. This was a time without internet,
and I was completely clueless as to what
I was doing. But it was an amazing time.
Eventually, James left the company,
it turned out he was very ill. So, I had
74
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Carl being in his element

to look for a new job and I started working
for the American company Metro. They sold
similar porn videos, but in fewer quantities. So
after a few months, I got bored and worked
for a year at AVN. By that time, I met Walter
and Bert from Playhouse, two industry icons
for whom I’ve worked many years with great
pleasure. They are both driven men and
managed to build a beautiful company. We
started with a small team, did everything
ourselves. From setting up the booth at trade
shows to dismantling it at the and. When the
team started to grow, Andre Visser came on
as a young man and became my colleague.
At that time, I could not foresee that I would
continue to work with him for many,
many years.
I left Playhouse to work for Scala. After 2
years I decided to go back to Playhouse,
but that wasn’t for long because Scala and
Playhouse merged. So, I was back at my
old place again. This is where I also started
working with Evertine and Ludmilla, who later
also became my colleagues at EDC. These
experiences basically covered the first 18
years of my career.”
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The last 10 years of his career
“During a trade show in Siberia, I started
talking to Joop de Jonge from Tonga, and
not long after I left Scala/Playhouse to join
the Tonga team. I worked there with great
pleasure for 6 years. I was welcomed into a
loving family, who always made me feel like
I was coming home. By the time I reached
my retirement age we decided to part. But I
was still full of energy and not ready to stay at
home all day. This is when I started talking to
Eric Idema and Andre Visser from EDC (now
ONE-DC). They saw potential in me and my
experience, and we decided to give it a try for
another few years. Eventually, I stayed 3 years
and I saw the company flourish and grow
tremendously. I am proud to have been part of
the growth. We all agreed that we would work
together till January 2021, but the time went
by way too fast. It’s such a great company
and a wonderful team full of energy. I could
have easily stayed for another year. But now
that I’m forced to stay home due to Covid,
I could hardly travel and meet my beloved
customers. In my heart, I don’t see them as
customers but as friends. They let me in their
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homes and their lives, they took me out for
trips, and I had loads of fun with many of my
industry friends.
If it wasn’t for COVID, I would continue for at
least another year at ONE-DC. But we can’t
travel, so I can’t do what I love most. But if I get
a chance to come back, I will do that for sure.”

years! For many of you, these aren’t easy
times. I also want to thank everyone I worked
with. I hope that better times will come for all
of you. In the meantime, stay safe and healthy.
In our industry we are even friendly with the
competition, I had the pleasure of meeting
many of you on the road and during trade
shows. All of you are awesome!
If I ever have the opportunity to travel again, I
would love to visit some of my old customers.
Just to say hi, if I’m still welcome that is.
I wish you all the best and I hope we will
meet again.”
A special thanks from his colleagues

With his humour, Carl made
friends all across the industry,
not just among his colleagues

What he regrets the most
“The thing I regret the most is not being able
to say the last goodbye. I would have loved
to do a final tour and hug everyone and wish
everyone all the best in life. But the last time I
visited them, I didn’t know it was the last time.
On the other hand, for the first time I’m
learning how to cook, and I finally know how
the washing machine operates. So, there’s
definitely a positive side to the newly won
time. Especially for my wife, who gets to
see me more and see me do more around
the house.”
A big thanks to all his industry friends
“I want to wish all my industry friends all the
best and I want to thank them for 28 amazing
76

Andre Visser
“I have been working with Carl for the last
20 years. He was my mentor when I entered
the erotic industry. He taught me everything
I needed to know about the industry at that
time... the customers and the sales business.
We worked together at Playhouse and then
moved to Scala/Playhouse. After parting for 6
years, I was very pleased to welcome him at
ONE-DC for the last 3 years of his career. We
have travelled the world together, worked at
many trade shows, and made many beautiful
memories. Wherever Carl goes, you can hear
people laugh, he’s always full of stories and
funny jokes.
I am really going to miss you Carl, but I also
want to thank you for the many years of great
fun, commitment, and everything you have
taught me.”
Eric Idema
“I have known Carl for years, even before he
started working at ONE-DC. I reckon that we
first met in 2014 when he was working as a
sales representative at Tonga. He came to
the Lloydsweg (our previous warehouse) with
folders and catalogues and I always had very
nice conversations with Carl. He is always very
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interested, social, and he is someone who
you want to go into business with. He’s is so
likable. I remember our conversations on the
‘red bench’. I’m sure he’ll remember too.

Carl and colleagues
at eroFame 2017

Carl is a remarkable man, very warm and
someone you can laugh with and share
everything with. I’ve learned a lot from him,
especially how the industry works. And he
has done very much for the company ever
since he joined the ONE-DC team. He has
a tremendous customer base, that we will
take great care of. He coached our young
salespeople and brought his humour and
a tremendous amount of energy to the
company.
It was a great honour to have been working
with you Carl. I wish you all the best.”
Lennard Honebecke
“Carl and I share a great passion for meat. I
will miss our conversations about quality beef
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and schnitzels that look like doormats. I really
admire Carl’s refined taste for a nice red wine
that matches perfectly with a fillet steak (of
which he would order a box full). I will miss his
enthusiasm for little things in live that makes
him happy. It’s a beautiful life lesson to enjoy
every moment and to live life to the fullest,
because that is exactly what Carl does on a
daily base.”
Davey Ottema
“I will miss Carl’s warm personality, charisma,
and the way he treated his customers. It was
a pleasure to see the way he communicated
with his customers, not only professionally,
but also personally. I have learned a great deal
in that respect from Carl. We have partnered
on some accounts together and it was loads
of fun. Carl made sure that everyone was
at ease in his personal approach and I was
more serious. That created a great dynamic
between the two of us.
We have done some trade shows together
which was always fun, but what I will
remember most was our trip to Sweden. We
were invited to a party in a strip club that
started at 9 PM, by midnight I wanted to go
back to the hotel, but Carl wanted to stay.
It was clear that he wasn’t going anywhere
anytime soon. Besides these ‘after hour
moments’ he taught me a lot during that
business trip. It was very educational for me
and I am thankful for all the effort he took to
teach me the things that I can take with me for
the rest of my career. Thanks Carl, take care!”
Pascal Loer
“Unfortunately, I never had the pleasure of going
on the road with Carl. But what impressed me
the most was his cheerfulness and his witty
remarks. Carl always knew what was going on
and is always sincerely interested in people. I
learned a lot from him in the time we worked
together and I’m really grateful for that.
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What I’ll miss the most is taking a cigarette
break with him, he always had the most
amazing stories to tell. And I’ll miss the boiled
egg that he used to bring to the office for me.
But besides that, I will miss his presence,
his funny jokes, and his “gezelligheid”, as we
would say in Dutch. There’s no other word
that can better describe this.”

he knew, he would take the time for a chat.
Meanwhile, I was stressing to get there as fast
as we could as I needed to arrange things
on site. But Carl’s calmness would calm me
down and he would tell me that it is useless
to stress over things you can’t control. That is
a beautiful life lesson that I still practice today.
We had the best conversations and laughs
along the way, we talked about everything.
It wasn’t even a question if Carl would pick
me up to go to Hannover, we were road trip
buddies and so it was an unspoken rule that
we would drive together.
I will miss the road trips with you, Carl, your
jokes in the office, and the dinners during the
shows or in the hotel. I regret not having a final
trip to Hannover last year. Would have been
nice knowing it was the last time. Take care
and drive safe ;-).”

A photo from Carl’s time
at Playhouse, together
with Andre Visser

Evertine Magerman
“I started working with Carl when I first joined
Scala/Playhouse, about 10 years ago. We
were colleagues for over a year when Carl left
the company to join the Tonga team and after
6 years, we became colleagues again when
Carl joined the ONE-DC team.
A great memory I have of Carl was driving
together to eroFame each year. Carl was my
designated driver; he would pick me up at
home to go on a road trip to Hannover. Carl
was never in a hurry and took his time for
everything, we would stop along the way to
have lunch and if he would run into someone
80
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MARKETING SHOULDN’T BE TAXING
M a r k e ti n g Ma tters
In his monthly column,
Brian Gray from Glasgowbased marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing
offers his thoughts on all
things marketing. This
month he’s highlighting the
importance of marketing
auditing and planning in
your calendar year. But it
gets somewhat fiscal…

T

his month I thought I’d give
you some semblance of
relief from my rather dystopic
words from the last few
months. If you’re a new reader you’ll have missed my criticisms of an
industry stalwart who thought it would be
great naming a product range Lockdown,
during er….lockdown. Then I pondered
over the Brave New Sexual World and the
thoughts of a Danish politician connected to the World Economic Forum. And
then last month came the biggie – an
epic treatise on Covid’s impact upon the
marketing macro environment and what
might transpire in the near future. So,
let’s talk about something much sexier. Yes, it’s time to talk about….
wait for it...TAX.
Yes indeed. Don’t let it be said I
don’t know how to show y’all a
good time.
You see, I was originally
going to be – and still intend
to – espousing the benefits
of using the next few weeks
to be spent conducting your
company’s marketing audit
and subsequent planning for the
year ahead. Over here in Dear Old
Blighty, the tax year begins at the
start of April, and it’s crucial that
your marketing plan is ready
to be implemented
from the get go.
Let me repeat

that: the new tax year is not the time to
just begin your audit activities. By the time
you’ve got down to the nitty gritty of segmentation, targeting, positioning, objective
setting, strategy formulation and then the
production of your 12 month marketing
plan to immediately start working from
you’ll already be eating well into your tax
year. No bueno.
However, for those of you reading this
either in the Irish Republic or continental Europe, you know only too well that
your tax year is perfectly aligned with the
calendar year. And in the grand scheme
of things, it’s a wonderfully sensible thing.
Afterall, there’s no need to seek clarification
when mentioning, for example, Q2 or Q3
targets and wondering whether someone’s
referring to calendar quarter or tax quarter.
The apparent logic of the January to
December tax year can be appreciated by
nearly everyone, I’m sure.
But there’s an obvious predicament here
for non-UK businesses. Rightly assuming
that your yearly marketing audit and planning process is occurring just prior to the
new tax year means that by rights you’ll be
neck deep in it…in December. Exactly.
For non-industry folk, executing a marketing audit and planning when much thinking
time is occupied with Christmas present
selecting and purchasing, the big food
shops, and of course thoughts on what
to wear to the Christmas party (quickly
followed by imagining what mistletoe misw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1

chief and abuse of the office photocopier is likely
to occur) is itself a bit of a tall order. But for erotic
retailers to do this at arguably the busiest time
of the year? In all seriousness, who the heck
is seriously going to consider interrupting their
promotional efforts at this most crucial of times
to wade into customer data and the like?
I’m always going to be shouting about how
vital marketing planning is, especially to smaller
companies with much less financial and effort
resources to call upon. Equally important is that
the number one reason businesses go under
is lack of sales. So what’s the solution? Well,
perhaps us Brits have been doing it right for all
these years afterall. Don’t interrupt or neglect the
key Christmas period and instead wait until Valentine’s Day is over before heading into auditing
and planning territory.
So there you have it. The ultimate solution to
your marketing planning scheduling woes, from
the United Kingdom.
Of course I’m joking. We’re not innately blessed
with such levels of genius (even if we like to
think so). But the real story pertaining to how
things have worked out potentially to our
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advantage is an interesting one. Sit back and
enjoy the history lesson.
Back in medieval times in England and Ireland,
the Julian Calendar (named after Julius Caesar)
ruled the roost. New Year began not on the first
of January but March 25th. And as it didn’t quite
match the solar calendar (the time it takes our
dear beloved planet Earth to whizz around the
sun) over time, by the late 1500s, there was now
a discrepancy of ten days. Not good for diarists
(or their printers, presumably).
So, in 1582, Pope Gregory XIII decided to
introduce a new calendar and felt his own name
was worthy enough to denote this new, Gregorian, set up. Meanwhile in England and Ireland,
accounts and debts were to be settled on the
major religious holidays. The first of these was
March 25th, the New Year at the time, and start
of the new tax year. But nearly two centuries
later, England realised there was a problem,
now being eleven days askew from the rest of
Europe. So in 1752, in order to get into sync
with their continental neighbours it was decided
to jump from 2nd September to 14th September. But the Treasury didn’t reckon on a bunch
of peeved protesters up in arms about having to
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pay tax for the full year while there’d only been
354 days. The ‘lost’ days were duly bolted
onto the end of the year, with the new tax year
consequently beginning in early April.
End of lesson.

plans were useless. Fair points perhaps, but
it’s also fair to remind critics that nobody has
a crystal ball either. And while Eisenhower
reckoned plans had little value he did emphasis that planning was indispensable.

Anyway, back to the present.

In short, in a marketplace full of heterogeneous customer segments, purchase rationales, wants and needs, it’s incredible - and
frankly idiotic - to think that success can come
from just rocking up and uploading some
generic social media posts and then expecting
your virtual tills to be ringing. Your work in determining what your financial targets are, the
segments you’re going to be targeting (don’t
you dare say ‘everyone’ or I’m sending the
lads around) and the methods you’ll be using
that make the best possible use of your limited time and money will be far, far, far, more
valuable than all those slapdash, machine gun
Instagram posts combined. Never forget this.
So, decide for yourself when the best time
in the year is to do your marketing planning.
Right now is a great time (I’m not just lecturing, I’m doing this now myself) but just make
sure you do it. Or else.

Whatever time of the year is best for you
to conduct your marketing audit and then
get into the stage of devising your marketing objectives, your subsequent strategy to
achieve these, and then the detailed tactical
plan to make it all happen is the right time.
Any confusion about tax year versus calendar
year, while possibly annoying, is a minor issue
in the grand scheme of things. The fact of the
matter is that nobody – especially small or
medium sized businesses – should be carrying
out audit and planning tasks during critical
periods like Christmas or Valentine’s Day when
all marketing and sales minds should be laser
focused on achieving their respective targets.
When discussing marketing planning, there
are invariably critics or ignoramuses who simply think it’s a distraction and a waste of time
and effort. Think about how many marketing
plans got thrown out of windows in 2020, for
instance. Sun Tzu opined that no plan survives
contact with the enemy; Eisenhower said that
84

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769
while neck deep in segmentation, targeting
and positioning.
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Absolute flexibility!
Sue Wal sh p r e s e n ts S h e -Vi be a n d H e -Vi be
Two years of development
have gone into creating
the new products from
Rocks-Off, a one-two
punch called She-Vibe
and He-Vibe, and that time
and effort have definitely
paid off, resulting in two
uniquely flexible toys that
take solo and couples play
to a new level. Eager to
learn more about She-Vibe
and He-Vibe, EAN asked
Sue Walsh, the Managing
Director of Rocks-Off, for
an interview.

Were She-Vibe and He-Vibe the created
to address the fact that no two human
bodies are alike?
Sue Walsh: That’s a great question and
yes, that was absolutely our intention
when we first sat down at the drawing
board, so to speak. But as we got further
into development, there was a lot more
we wanted the products to be able to
deliver and I’m happy to say we believe
we have achieved that.

One thing that immediately stands out
about both products is their unusual
shape. What can you tell us about
the design?
Sue Walsh: Absolute flexibility! And
that’s not just because they can be
shaped to ergonomically fit, we wanted
products that would be able to give
a shared pleasure experience to both
participants when they were in use. This
was a really important factor with both
He-Vibe and She-Vibe as these are all
inclusive products.
The dual independent motors and

He-Vibe is a fully flexible multi-function male strap and anal
stimulator that can be shaped
for perfect body fit
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Precision hands-free
stimulation – that is what
He-Vibe stands for

stimulation points have been positioned
and crafted so that, when in use with a
partner, both are stimulated. Added to
this, they are both remote controlled so
you can change the pleasure settings
easily without losing the moment.

The most important feature of both
products is certainly that they are flexible
and bendable and can be adapted to the
body. Why are products like this so rare
on the market, or even non-existent in the
case of male-oriented toys?
Sue Walsh: You are right of course, and
there are a lot of male products out there
in the market. Those who have been
familiar with our brand from the onset will
know that Rocks-Off were at the forefront
of prostate stimulation toys way back in
the day. We took a good long look at the
market and asked our design team to
come up with something that was totally
different and could be enjoyed in solo and
shared play and we are really pleased
with the outcome.
He-Vibe’s insertable anal shaft has been
designed with a small prostate mound
towards the tip of the product that
houses a powerful motor, but the design
accommodates space for your partner, so
they are also stimulated.
We took the same approach with Shevibe so that any couple using the product
would be able to achieve dual stimulation!
As a company, Rocks-Off always try to
find the gaps; the problem with that is
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that we’ve been copied a lot over the years,
but that’s part of the race and I guess it’s great
to be the first over the line!

Apart from the aforementioned characteristics,
which other features make She-Vibe and HeVibe so compelling? What about the materials,
the functions, etc.?
Sue Walsh: We believe that products should
be ‘all inviting’ from the packaging right through
to the feel in your hands which should automatically invite sensual play. Our silicone has
an amazing sensory appeal. We also tested
the products with numerous groups of people
to get lots of information back to fine tune the
result. Both products have 10 functions, with
dual independent motors so you can craft the
perfect stimulation pleasure blend!

How long did it take to develop the two
products and which obstacles did you have to
overcome?
Sue Walsh: As a company that innovates
in-house, we always have lots of products that
are in the development stages, but from initial
concept to shelf-readiness, you’re probably
looking at 2 years, so you will understand that
we have really invested in order to get both
products exactly right. I think more than fighting
obstacles, we just kept fine tuning until we
were happy with the end result. Ultimately you
must be critical of what you are setting out to
do, and the products must do what we say
they do, which is why we tested the prototypes
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with real people, and we believe He-Vibe and
She-Vibe are great examples of getting it right.

How would you define the target groups for
She-Vibe and He-Vibe?
Sue Walsh: Everyone really, they are both aimed
to be all-inclusive whilst also for solo and couples play. As an innovator, our aim was for these
products to be enjoyed by everybody.

Will She-Vibe and He-Vibe get company soon?
Do you plan to release more sex toys with bendable design?
Sue Walsh: As I mentioned earlier in the interview, we have products constantly under development and you can expect further additions to
this range of pleasure products, but we aren’t
rushing the process as they need
to be right. The good thing about
He-Vibe and She-Vibe is that
they are not overtly
large or intimidating. We’ve
had good

Thanks to She-Vibe’s versatile,
adaptable, and fully bendable
shaft users can enjoy multiple
penetrative possibilities

She-Vibe is a dual motored remote-controlled vibrator that can be contoured and
shaped to perfectly target and satisfy all
pleasure zones
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He-Vibe and She-Vibe
launch in March

interest from mainstream outlets
who are looking to
expand their SWB
options and the
shape and style of
both products has
certainly generated interest.

When will She-Vibe and He-Vibe ship and what
will the products cost in retail?
Sue Walsh: Both products launch in March
2021 and will be in our UK warehouse and ready
to ship. Our sales team will be advising and
contacting customers in advance
and they are
really excited and
looking forward to
presenting them
to the industry.
She-Vibe retails at
She-Vibe will be available
64.99 GBP and
in burgundy and pink
He-Vibe at 69.99
GBP which is
really competitive
for dual motored
remote controlled
rechargeable
products!

Will the launch of the products be accompanied by promotional POS materials, product
training etc.?
Sue Walsh: Our creatives and graphics are
always noted in the industry as being top-level,
and we have applied the same time and care to
the marketing assets for He-Vibe and She-Vibe,
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with Studio imagery, videos, full creative elements, and POS posters, which will be available
together with product information spec sheets.

What tips can you give retailers regarding the
presentation of your two new products?
Sue Walsh: We think these products will definitely do the talking, there’s nothing like He-Vibe
on the market; it’s niche, amazing quality, and
really well priced. For me, it’s a great opportunity
for any team to present such a product to customers and end users alike. She-Vibe is a great,
versatile option for the female market and also a
great option for female couples as this product is
a dual-party stimulator when in position.

What other Rocks-Off products can the market
look forward to this year?
Sue Walsh: We have some fabulous rechargeable additions that will be filtering in through
2021. You can expect really exciting concepts.
In January, we launched Giamo which is the
sister product to the super successful Chaiamo
but as the name suggests, this product is G
spot-centric and the power is exceptional - we
fully expect that this product will be an inventory
must buy.
We also have added a new rechargeable rabbit
called Flutter to our range and as the name
suggests, the velvet soft silicone ears have been
designed to flicker and tease the c spot.
In our battery-driven bullet and vibrator ranges, we have launched the elegant rose blush
Ellipse and the 140 slender rainbow Prism. Both
products have 10 functions and are beautifully
presented and packaged.
Additionally, our Oriel couple’s wand and the
Regala A spot rabbit are also now available in
fuchsia pink.
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Gleaming Love
We created a new toy line called Gleaming Love.
The Gleaming Love range features shiny anal plugs with
gem stones in various colours and sizes. Made of smooth
lightweight aluminium and seamless. The jewelled plugs
are beautifully decorated with a delicate heart-shaped or
round gem stone. From tip to base the seamless anal
plugs feature a glimmering sheen that pairs wonderfully
with the sparkle of the matching gem stone. The tapered
bulb shape of the plugs combines ease of use with erotic
backdoor pleasure.
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GLEAMING LOVE

+31 (0) 115 566 322
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We can learn so much from each

other and really strengthen one another
EDC and Er o p a r tn e r e n te r i n to s tr a te gi c p a rtnersh ip

Ready to tackle the future
together: Eric Idema and
Chris Bakker

At the beginning of January, it was announced that
EDC and Eropartner had
joined forces in a strategic
partnership. Such a teamup of two large companies
is quite a big deal in the
world of the erotic industry.
What does this step mean
for Eropartner and EDC?
What effects will it have on
the market? These are just
two of the questions that
are answered in our EAN
interview with the heads of
the two companies.
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‘If you can’t beat them, join them’ - to
what extent does this saying apply to
the strategic partnership between EDC
and Eropartner?
Eric Idema: Well, in my opinion, that
applies to a large extent. I guess this
saying is what it all started with. The
industry is growing and the platforms that
are selling erotic products to consumers
are growing as well, so if you can’t beat
them, join them. And in this case, we
joined one another, but we will remain
two separate operating companies. This
is where it gets exciting. Both EDC and
Eropartner are still the companies that
we were before we started this strategic
partnership, but behind the scenes, we
can learn so much from each other and
really strengthen one another.

How did this partnership come about?
When did the first ideas emerge?
Chris Bakker: We have known Eric and
his team for quite some time, and we had
already been working together for the past
five years. It made perfect sense to take our
collaboration to the next level and benefit
from our partnership in the long run.

What was your motivation for entering into
this strategic partnership? Why does it
make sense for your company?
Chris: For us, it made a lot of sense to
join forces as there are many synergies in
different disciplines in both businesses.
With this cooperation, we want to increase
our share in the market. EDC has a lot of
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knowledge and experience in the field of B2B
and B2C, and Eropartner’s sole focus lies in
the field of B2B business. We can benefit from
each other’s knowledge and together take the
industry of sexual wellness to a higher level.

Why is Eropartner / EDC the right partner for this
joint venture?
Eric: Eropartner is the right partner for us
because we have so much in common.
Both companies started around the same time,
Chris and Sjerk started more or less in the
same way I did and they have always shown
great passion for their company and the
industry. What Eropartner brings to the table
is many years of industry experience and we
are eager to learn from them to continue our
growth trajectory.
Chris: EDC is a larger company with a bigger
team and a very well-structured organisation.
We can learn from their experience as a B2B
and B2C driven company. It takes a different set
of skills to operate on a high level in both fields.

Strategic partnership - this is a very flexible and
interpretable term. In which business areas and
activities will this partnership be visible?
Eric: The partnership will mainly take place
behind the scenes. Our teams are starting to get
to know each other and exchanging knowledge
to see where we can benefit. We are now
focusing on joining forces in purchasing, product
development, and financial structures.
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EDC and Eropartner have announced that they
will take the sexual wellness industry to a new
level. What exactly do you mean by this and how
will this happen?
Eric: We want to create more marketing on the
consumer-level and create more awareness
for - and break taboos surrounding - self-love
and pleasure products in
relationships. The
business will benefit
from this as
there will be a
higher demand for
pleasure products.
Chris Bakker,
CEO Eropartner
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Eric Idema,
CEO EDC

Critics might argue that EQOM Group
combines a lot of ‘buying power’. Should
manufacturers and brands be worried?
Chris: Our vendor partners have no need
to be worried at all because the vendors will
benefit from this as well. We have a bigger
reach for their brands and products and we
can place larger orders at once. We have
already discussed this with our most valued
partners, and everyone responded positively to
this collaboration. We will look into each brand
and see what’s best for the brand and both
companies, but as of yet, we will continue to
offer the assortment we already have and when
there is an overlap it’ll be interesting to look into
the benefits from the partnership perspective.

Can you tell us more about the structure of the
new EQOM Group? Who is in charge of it?
Together, we can make these changes happen
and we are excited to get started.

What will change for B2B customers?
Chris: B2B customers won’t notice anything.
We are working together behind the scenes,
but we will still operate and serve our
customers as two different companies. We are
now looking at some brands that we used to
purchase from each other, and we will advise
our customers to buy them at EDC/Eropartner
directly. That saves on an extra middleman
and therefore on costs. But apart from that,
the customers will benefit from the marketing
campaigns on a consumer level. We are
looking forward to continuing our partnerships
with all our customers. Our sales team is
currently also upping their game and preparing
the teams for an even higher level of service
and advice for all our customers.
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Eric: We all play our part in the EQOM group
and with the new structure, Chris and Sjerk
will focus more on business acquisitions
and collaborations while I run the day to day
business for the group as chairman of the
board, together with group CFO Wouter Idema.

Are there plans to grow EQOM Group –
maybe through more strategic partners
or acquisitions?
Chris: We only just started the partnership
between EDC and Eropartner in the first week
of January, so for the time being, we will focus
on what we can do together. Of course we
have plans and ideas going forward, but first
things first.
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eroFame 2021 will take place –

whatever the format
Quo v ad is, e r o Fa m e ?

Wieland Hofmeister,
head of Mediatainment
Productions GmbH

Due to the involuntary hiatus in 2020, it’s been a while since eroFame was
at the forefront of conversation in the erotic industry. Now, more and more
people wonder: Is there going to be a trade convention this year, and what
will it look like? The answers to these questions will be dictated by the way
the coronavirus situation develops over the course of the next months.
Right now, with vaccinations taking place all over the world, there is definitely reason to be hopeful. Wieland Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment
Productions GmbH and organiser of eroFame, is confident that the show
will be taking place in Hanover come fall. But even if COVID-19 throws a
spanner in the works and we can’t have a trade fair in the traditional format, there are already ideas for an all-digital eroFame as we learn in our
interview with Wieland.
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After taking a year off, hopes are that eroFame will
open its doors to the members of the international
sex toy industry come October

The new year has begun the same way the last
one ended, meaning we‘re still at the mercy of
the pandemic. However, there is a light at the
end of the tunnel as vaccinations have begun in
earnest. Right now, what are the chances that
eroFame will take place this fall?
Wieland Hofmeister: The fact that there is
finally a big vaccination campaign to combat
COVID-19 is some of the best news we’ve
gotten in a long time. Like many others, we
are impatiently waiting to return to a normal
life and normal business. The shutdowns and
the cancellation of eroFame 2020 have been
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gnawing at us. Many members of the team o
nly worked reduced hours; others were put
on furlough. That put an immense emotional
strain on all of us. And the economic damage
created by the pandemic is no joke, either. I am
sure many other trade show organisers have felt
those effects as well. But today, I can say that
we have the situation under control, and we are
optimistic about the future. What I mean by
that is, eroFame 2021 will take place whatever the format.
Personally, I am confident that we’ll be able
to host eroFame 2021 in its traditional form, a
few concessions notwithstanding. By the time
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October rolls around, vaccinations should have
reached a level where it’s safe for us to welcome
our guests and enjoy a normal trade show.

A lot can happen until October. How do you
cope with this element of uncertainty while
planning for the event and interacting with your
potential exhibitors?

When will the final decision be made? There
can’t be too much time left before you have to
start mapping out eroFame 2021 ...

Wieland Hofmeister: If the coronavirus situation
improves considerably over the course of the
next two months, exhibitors should be able to
book stands in May, and we’ll start planning
the event together with them. The goal is
to have eroFame take place in Hanover on
October 06 to 08. We hope to be able to make
a decision sooner, but the final deadline would

Wieland Hofmeister: Public life here in
Germany will probably be limited until
Easter. The worst-case scenario would be a
continuation of the current lockdown until the

“I AM CON F IDE NT THAT W E C AN START

P REPARIN G FOR E ROFAME 2021 IN APRIL .“
WIELAND HOFMEISTER

end of March. I am confident that we can start
preparing for eroFame 2021 in April. And since
we had already started planning for eroFame
2020 last spring before everything was put on
ice, we have kind of a head start in terms of
hall planning, etc. Also, some exhibitors have
already expressed their wish to book stands,
so we have something to work with in that
regard as well. I expect the final decision to
be made before the end of April. By that time,
we should have a much clearer idea of the
trajectory of the pandemic, so we’ll be in a
position to determine what eroFame 2021 will
look like. If necessary, we can also wait a little
longer. Of course, we’ll keep the exhibitors up
to date on our decision making.
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probably be mid to late July. If the situation is still
unfavourable then, we’ll have no other option
but to cancel eroFame once more.

If eroFame 2021 takes place, it will have to
reflect the ‚new normal‘ - hygiene concepts,
precautions, maybe having to wear masks or
maintain a certain distance from one another ...
Won’t this take a big toll on the atmosphere
of eroFame?
Wieland Hofmeister: We have all learned to
accept these hygiene concepts in our daily
lives. It is something we get used to more and
more: Put on your mask, disinfect your hands,
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“TH E S H UT DO W NS AND THE C ANC E L L ATION OF
EROFA ME 2 020 HAV E BE E N GNAW ING AT US.“
WIELAND HOFMEISTER

maintain a certain distance to those around
you, have your body temperature checked.
And soon we may get used to showing our
vaccination card or whatever. Of course, these
measures are not really conducive to a carefree
trade show visit, but I think that an eroFame
with these precautions would still be much
better than having no eroFame 2021 at all. And
I am confident that the participants of eroFame
are ready to accept some compromises if that
is the only way to have the event.

If the situation with corona does not develop
the way we all hope it will, you could still go
digital with eroFame. Is that an option you
are considering?
Wieland Hofmeister: Well, there is no
substitute for a real eroFame, with all the
participants in the same place; after all, the
personal contact and interactions are one of
the biggest strong points of this show. But
as we have learned throughout these past
months, there are acceptable alternatives in the
modern world of communication.
A digital eroFame would be a viable option, and
we have already talked about this possibility
internally. Maybe it is time to offer such a
service anyway, whether there is an analogue,
in-the-flesh event or not. For the future - after
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the pandemic - we could see having the actual
eroFame in October, and then, in the spring,
there could be a digital eroFame. So, as you
can see, we try to keep up with the times.

Did last year’s absence weaken the position of
eroFame in the international erotic industry? Or
do you expect there to be all the more interest
and support when the event returns?
Wieland Hofmeister: All trade shows in this
industry were cancelled. Until this day, there is
a vacuum when it comes to personal meetings.
We are trapped in a bubble, and a lot of people
find this to be a very frustrating situation. I
am convinced, truly and fully convinced, that
everybody will rush out to mingle and be social
once this corona phase is contained - or
better yet, once it has petered out. And I am
sure an event such as ours could benefit from
that. It is not like people have forgotten about
eroFame; skipping last year was a bitter pill for
all of our loyal exhibitors and visitors. We have
been listening to the industry’s response, and
the reaction was unambiguous: Everybody
is looking forward to the day when eroFame
returns - we ourselves can’t wait for it!
So, until we meet again in person, I’d like to
say to all of you: Stay safe, remain confident,
we look forward to seeing you!
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I’m not worried, sex will never go out of style
and people will always want to feel good
Tam i Rose r u n s a n e r o ti c r e ta i l s to r e i n M i s sissip p i
Before we talk about your business,
we obviously need to address the
infectious elephant in the room. What is
the situation in your neck of the woods
at the moment? What are the current
restrictions regarding coronavirus? Have
you been fortunate enough to keep your
business open?

Tami Rose is the owner
of Romantic Adventures, an erotic store in
Jackson, Mississippi

Mississippi does not really seem to be the ideal place to open an erotic
store. This State is situated the south eastern part of the United States,
and like many places in the South, it is deemed to be very conservative,
with lots of rural communities where you go to church every Sunday.
But of course, that isn’t the whole picture because you also have
people like Tami Rose, who, in 2016, took over an erotic store called
Romantic Adventures in the capital of Mississippi, Jackson.
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Tami Rose: We shut down for two weeks
at the beginning of the crisis and I sent
all my staff home and paid them for
the time off. After that, we did curbside
service for about six weeks, which we
really liked. It sharpened my staff’s skill set
tremendously because they got good at
presenting three good options per request
and making sure they did an effective job
at communicating about each item, so
they didn’t have to run back and forth.
Romantic Adventures is located in a solid
Red State (traditionally Republican-leaning
state), so for the most part, my customers
think coronavirus is a hoax and they
shouldn’t have to wear masks. I keep free
masks on hand and just hand them out to
people as they walk in, and we sanitise as
much as possible (including a UV sanitizer
for the cash at the end of each shift.). It
has led to a confrontation here or there,
which I hate because my store should
be about fun, but I have to balance that
with the public safety issue, and I have
to protect the health of my staff. I had
custom logo hemp masks made for the
staff so when we approach people to help
them, we are easy to identify. On the plus
side, the masks have kept my staff and
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me pretty healthy and we have noticed it really
helped our seasonal allergies when the pine
pollen falls.

How important is it for you to have a second
pillar with your online store in these times?

Tami: We were grandfathered into the Rankin
county map as the only adult approved site in
our county. The fact that Mississippi resists me
also helps me thrive because it protects me
from competition moving in too close to my
location.

Tami: If it saved one person from exposure by
being out in public, it is priceless.

Please, tell us more about your business. What
can customers expect when they enter your
store? What is your business philosophy?

Now, let’s talk about you: How did you get the
idea to seek your fortune in adult retail and to
buy Romantic Adventures in 2016? And what
did you do for a living before that?

Tami: Expectations probably vary as much as
my very diverse customer base, but I do a fair
bit of radio advertising and have a happy jingle
we have used for years which most everyone
in town can sing for you. My ads are voiced
by me personally, and they are designed to
feel like women chatting to each other at the
kitchen table. I try to always emphasise to my
customers that the relationships in their lives
are the most precious things they have, and
they should use all the tools at their disposal
to create happiness for themselves and their
loved ones. People age, bodies change,
health gets affected by things beyond our
control, but for each of these challenges there
are solutions out there and at the end of the
day, the person in your life matters the most.
If you are enjoying intimacy with them, there is
no shame in that.

Tami: I’m entrepreneurial by nature, but kind of
fell into the business thanks to my spa closing
down during the great recession. Sex is a
recession proof business, thankfully. Massages
are a great background for this business
because I was used to people telling me all
their secrets and holding them in confidence
and the background in human anatomy and
the ability to explain things without using baby
words for the sexual parts is a true gift.

If we look at a map of the US, where exactly
would we find your store?
Tami: We are in Jackson, Mississippi. Also
known as the buckle of the Bible Belt.

Do you have competitors at your location or are
you a local hero?
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What are the strengths of Romantic
Adventures? Why should consumers who have
a desire to purchase sex toys come to you?
What special shopping experience do you
offer them?
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Tami: As convenient as online shopping is,
there is nothing like the real thing. We offer
people the ability to see something in 3D reality
and get a sense of proportion and quality that
often cannot be communicated via online
descriptions. Plus, you get to walk out of the
store with it immediately. It’s not quite instant
gratification but it is close.

As mentioned before, you are also active in
e-commerce. Is this type of multi-channel
strategy a prerequisite for success in today’s
market?
Tami: We have always considered the e
com site as part of our advertising strategy. I
wouldn’t consider entering business unless I
was willing to spend 10-12 percent of the gross
sales in advertising. I think that keeps me from
putting too much pressure on it to perform. To
me it is more of a communication device than

“ THE RE IS AN OL D BUSINE S S

MAXIM ABOUT ‘ FIND A NE E D A ND
FIL L IT.’ MY STORE IS FUL L O F
PRODUC TS THAT DO THAT.”
TA M I R O S E
Romantic Adventures
has been around since
2001 - in 2016, Tami
Rose took over the store

In addition to an exciting shopping experience
and an appealing sales environment,
professional advice is the big trump card of
retail stores. How is Romantic Adventures
positioned in this regard?
Tami: My staff go through a 150-hour online
course written by our toy manufacturers.
They also get an ever-increasing discount
on merchandise as they work for me. I also
hold sales competitions and giveaways now
and again as new items come out. Nothing is
perfect and everyone has a personal bias, but
I try to keep a diverse staff so no matter who
walks in the door, they have a chance of seeing
someone they can relate to.
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an online replacement for my brick and mortar.
So, traffic on it rises and falls and google does
updates that affect it and some new book
comes out and everyone wants that one hot
item mentioned in it and the e-commerce site
just takes it in stride because its part of an
overall strategy for a product that never goes
out of style.

In e-commerce, competition is fierce and
global. How do you deal with this challenge?
Tami: I stay away from sites that would turn
my products into mere commodities and try
to always remember that these are personal
solutions to individual needs. My job is to
communicate about how each product can
solve a problem. There is an old business
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maxim about ‘Find a need and fill it.’ My store
is full of products that do that. I’ll never run
out of things to talk about and e com and the
rise of the internet traffic has just increased
the number places I have to reach new
potential customers.

Tami: My buying brief has always been ‘Will
this give someone an orgasm?’ It doesn’t have
to be exciting to me, it just has to serve a need
to someone in the marketplace. That has stood
me in good stead for many near misses.

What are your current bestsellers?
Tami: Bullets are always a top seller because
they are discrete and can be used in so many
ways. Lockdown initially led to a boom on
stripper poles as all the local clubs shut down
and now, we do a strong business in dance
outfits and lingerie. I’m not sure if the dancers
found a way to work remotely, but business
has definitely been brisk. Games and dice have
also been a hot seller during the pandemic
as people spend more time at home and are
looking for creative ways to mix things up.

Tami Rose is convinced that bricks
and mortar retailing has a future
but retailers have to understand the
needs of your customers

Let’s talk about your product range: What can
your customers find in your store?
Tami: I have both the big names in toy
manufacturers and smaller more locally crafted
things. I do try to support local craftsmen
where possible. I have an amazing leather
source and a local glassblower who does some
of the pieces for my smoke shop. I always
try to stock a full planogram designed by a
manufacturer because everyone has a natural
bias but they see industry overall trends so they
may include things I haven’t thought of.

What are the qualities you look for when adding
new products or brands to your assortment?
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Mississippi is considered conservative
politically as well as socially, so ... who are your
customers?
Tami: Everyone. We get an amazing crosssection of people. I have bumped into pastors
and pop stars and neighbours and old
friends. You never know who you will run into
at Romantic Adventures. I joke a bit about the
fact that if you know someone who doesn’t like
sex, be careful they are probably a serial killer.
(Dexter was Asexual.) It is normal and healthy
to like sex and be curious about our items so
everyone who is old enough should definitely
check it out.

What are your customers looking for and what
factors drive their purchasing decisions? The
brand? The functionality? The material? The
design? And what role does the advice of your
team play in the purchasing process?
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Tami: Advice plays a huge role in the process
and I have formally taught my staff to always
pull three similar items and show the customer
a good better best scenario. It is so powerful
because it assumes a sale but gives the
customer the feeling of power when they
choose. Social media is influencing things
more and more, but people are not cued into
brands. We sell more by category than by
brand or item. It sucks that we are not able
to provide testers right now because of Covid
contamination so it makes professional advice
more important, and I have been very generous
with my staff, so they have some experience
with different things.

The 'smoke shop‘
mentioned in the interview

“AS C ONV E NIE NT AS ONL INE

SHOPPING IS, THE RE IS NOTHING
L IKE THE RE AL THING.”
TA M I R O S E

Have your customers’ shopping habits
changed as a result of the corona pandemic?
Tami: Website sales have doubled but in-store
sales are up 25%. Year over year. So, I think
sales of devices that make you feel good are
up in general.

Communication with customers is essential
today. What channels do you use to stay on your
customers’ radar? Can Romantic Adventures be
found on social networks, for example?
Tami uses planograms to
get her customers to consider products they were
not initially interested in

Tami: We have a website, and we are on
Facebook and Instagram. I really don’t chase
social media though because you can spend
110
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and I used to travel
for business every six
weeks.

an inordinate amount
of time building a
following you don’t
own and at the update
of an algorithm or the
stroke of a key, they
are all gone. It seems
like a bad investment
to me. Especially
when a lot of them try
to discourage adult
themes, and you never
know who is looking at
this stuff, social media
skews to a younger
audience and I don’t
totally disagree that
some of my products
are not for wider
public consumption. I
do monitor the social
space to see what
people are talking about
and make sure to buy
accordingly.

Does bricks & mortar
retailing still have a
future? Many predict its
imminent demise and
point to the exploding
growth of e-commerce especially now in corona
times. What should
retailers do to remain fit
for the future?

How would you describe
the general situation in the US retail market?
What challenges are adult retailers in USA
faced with apart from corona?
Tami: The most stressful part of the last
year has definitely been logistics. Shipping
from China has been crazy. Lube companies
have had trouble with bottling because hand
sanitizer sucked up all the packaging. Fill rates
have diminished, and shipping times have
increased. Our poor UPS guy is killing himself
as everyone wants more things delivered.
It has been a super stressful year to run a
business and there is really no option to
take a vacation and get away from it at all. I
haven’t done an in-person show in 18 months
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During the lockdown,
stripper poles, dancing
outfits, and lingerie ranked
among the best-selling
products at Romantic
Adventures

Tami: Brick and mortar
adult stores are thriving
in this climate. Humans
will always crave
immediate gratification.
Online sales are a tiny
fraction of my overall
cash flow. I think brick
and mortar is here to
stay but some business
models have to reexamine the needs of
their customer base. Find a need and fill it is
still a solid business maxim. The great reset
that Corona Virus has taught us is that we
don’t need all the things we were told we did.
Clothes and shoes and fancy purses aren’t
the priority when you are home all the time.
Suddenly faster internet and bigger screens
and things that make my home comfy are far
more important. Consumers are still going to
consume but this time of nesting may have
changed our tastes a bit. I’m not worried,
sex will never go out of style and people will
always want to feel good.
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Why create this big trouble when

everything was going so well?
I S O s ta n d a r d f o r Sex To ys to be p resented in th is f a ll
In the summer of 2019,
EAN first reported about
the initiative of the Swedish
Institute for Standards
(SIS) to develop a general
standard for sex toys to
make them safer. The
International Organization
for Standardization (ISO)
has been mulling this idea
over for a while, and now,
there is finally news on the
topic. Johan Arrhenius,
chairperson of ISO/PC 325
(sex toy design and safety
requirements for products
in direct contact with
genitalia, the anus or both)
brings us up to date.

Johan Arrhenius, chairperson of ISO/PC 325 - Sex toys - Design and
safety requirements for products in direct contact with genitalia, the
anus or both

Before we talk about the current situation
and current developments, we have to
look back to the summer of 2019, when
the Swedish Institute for Standards
(SIS) proposed to improve the safety
of sex toys through the introduction of
standards. Even though EAN reported
on this in detail, many members of the
trade and industry have not heard of this
initiative. Could you give a brief outline of
this initiative?
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Johan Arrhenius: This is
an interesting story. SIS was
contacted by a surgeon
asking if there were any
standards or guidelines for
sex-toys. SIS checked and
found that there are none.
That was the trigger to ask
the question if there should
be a quality standard for sextoys. As SIS is the Swedish
national standardization
organisation, they asked
Swedish parties involved in
this business if they would
like to be part in a discussion
regarding this and possibly
come up with a suggestion
for a standard for sex-toys.
Several Swedish companies
and organisations agreed and
started working together with
SIS to create a suggestion
for an international sex-toy
standard.

More than a year has passed since then.
Has the initiative made progress? Where
do we stand today? And how have things
changed in the last twelve months or so?
Johan: A lot has happened since then.
The initial standard suggestion developed
in Sweden became a new work item
within ISO and an international (ISO)
group was formed. It is called ISO PC
325 and the title is ‘Sex toys – Design
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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“TH E IMP LEMENTATION OF THE STANDARD IS UP TO

TH E MA RKET, THIS W IL L NOT BE A L E GAL STANDARD.”
JOHAN ARRHENIUS

affected by this new standard. But we are happy
with the representation in PC 325 and believe
it to be a good mix of participants in order to
consider different aspects of the standard.

Are manufacturers possibly deterred by the fact
that standardisation sounds like heteronomy
and bureaucracy?
and safety requirements for products in direct
contact with genitalia, the anus or both’. The
first ISO (as opposed to SIS) meeting took
place in Stockholm in November of 2019.
From there, we have moved on and through
online meetings with all people involved we
have refined the standard proposal so that
is has now reached the next level as a Draft
International Standard (DIS) that can be
accessed and commented on by all interested
parties. It is now: ISO/DIS 3533 Sex toys —
Design and safety requirements for products in
direct contact with genitalia, the anus or both.

Johan: For sure. Why create this big trouble
when everything was going so well? But for
me it is easy. For our market and businesses to
be accepted and grow bigger, having an ISO
Standard for sex-toys will be a big positive.

Are there still opportunities to get
involved now?

Are you satisfied with the support from
our industry or would you have wished
for more support?

Johan: Yes, this is great time to get involved.
The standardisation proposal is now out for
public comments. You can get it and submit
your comments by contacting your national
standardisation body. The commenting period is
open until mid-March. The exact national dates
my differ. Please find your national organisation
here: https://www.iso.org/members.html

Johan: Yes. Our industry has no common
organisation to represent us, so it is difficult
to reach out to all stakeholders that will be

In your role as chairman of the ISO PC 325
committee, can you give us any insight into
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“FOR OUR MA RKE T AND BUSINE SSE S TO BE

ACCEPT ED A N D GROW BIGGE R, HAV ING AN ISO

STAN DA RD FOR SE X- TOY S W IL L BE A BIG POSITIV E .”
JOHAN ARRHENIUS

what the process looks like? What exactly does
your work entail?
Johan: Writing an ISO standard is very different
from writing anything else, it has very special
rules and format. ISO and SIS support our
group in the process and the formatting. But
the content of the standard is created through
discussions and contributions by the members
and stakeholders taking part in the group and is
based on consensus between all participants.
Feedback from the national committees is also
an important part. My role as chairman is really
only to help co-ordinate the discussions, help
move things forward, and working with ISO and
SIS in an administrative function.

And what results did the committee come to?
How exactly should the design, materials etc.
of sex toys be standardised to be made safer?

By when should the process be completed?
And how will it be implemented in practice how will it be reflected in the products of our
market?
Johan: If all goes as planned, the confirmed
ISO standard will be published in late autumn
2021. The implementation of the standard is up
to the market, this will not be a legal standard.
But it will be a great tool for manufacturers,
purchasers, and retailers to refer to when
designing, producing, and deciding what
products to market and sell. It will be the first
standard for people and companies involved
in the sex toy industry, giving us a common
ground and a clear and detailed base to work
from when it comes to ensuring consumer
safety and finding new customers. But the
standard published later this year will of course
not be perfect, and based on new input, new
innovations, and new ideas it will be updated.
So, the process will continue.

Johan: The best way to see what our proposal
is would be to read it as it is now available. It is
not a huge or complicated document and even
if it may lack that poetic flair it is very readable.
In general, the standard proposal does not
say what should be done or used but tries to
give guidelines on what should be avoided and
how to make sure the product is safe and that
consumer information is sufficient.
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We were inspired by feedback from women that there
was a desire for a different sensation on the G-spot
H ot Oc t o pu s s p r e s e n ts K U RV E
‚The world‘s first customisable G-spot
vibrator‘ - this is how you describe
your latest product. Is KURVE really a
world first?
Julia Margo: It is indeed! KURVE is
the first G-spot vibe to include Treble
and Bass technology. That means it
has two motors, each delivering a very
different frequency of vibration. It’s
also completely customizable. Instead
of limiting the user to a few preprogrammed settings, KURVE enables
them to move through the entire range
of frequencies, so they can fine-tune the
perfect sensation.

What inspired you to introduce a new kind
of G-spot vibrator? When did you have
the first ideas for KURVE?

Julia Margo, co-founder
and COO of Hot Octopuss

The Treble & Bass technology that was introduced with the JETT
guybrator is back in a new Hot Octopuss product, the G spot vibrator
KURVE. However, that technology is just one of many features that
make KURVE unique. In our EAN interview, Hot Octopuss co-founder
and COO Julia Margo tells us more about the product and how it was
defined by customer feedback.
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Julia: We were inspired by feedback
from women that there was a desire for a
different sensation on the G-spot. Many
vulva-owners do not enjoy the intense,
buzzy sensations of most bullet vibes,
and were curious when they heard of the
deep rumbly vibrations offered by Treble
and Bass technology. We also heard from
men with erectile dysfunction that they
were looking for new ways to satisfy
their partners.

How long did the development
process take and what difficulties
did you have to face?
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KURVE comes equipped with the Treble
& Bass technology, with two motors that
operate at different vibration frequencies

Julia: KURVE took 18 months to develop. We
spent a long time in focus group research,
learning about the challenges of G-Spot
stimulation and ensuring the ergonomics of
the product would be right. We tested many
versions of the product in order to hone the
design. We also spent a long time on the
materials, ensuring it was soft but firm and
that the tip would provide exactly the right
pressure and give for the delicate G-Spot.
Finally, the Treble and Bass technology took
a long time to get right, as this is the first time
we’ve attempted to implement the tech in a
vulva toy and we needed to ensure we could
deliver that incredible oscillation sensation.

What current trends have been incorporated
into the new product?
Julia: Dual-density silicone is the big one.
It gives KURVE a velvety, squishy tip
supported by a firm core. That means the
user can apply very little pressure while still
being able to enjoy the transmissions of the
powerful motors. But if they want to apply
that deep kind of pressure they can, knowing
that their insides are protected by KURVE’s
smoosh cushion.

How much Hot Octopuss is in KURVE? How
does KURVE reflect your brand values?
Julia: Quite a lot. We got feedback that
people wanted bigger buttons, so we made
bigger buttons. It’s important to us that our
products be accessible to as many people as
123

possible, which means including seniors and
folks with disabilities in the design process.

KURVE‘s big selling points seem to be the
Treble & Bass technology as well as the
ergonomically shaped soft gel-like tip. Can you
tell us more about these two features?
Julia: Treble & Bass tech is all about giving
vulva-owners higher quality options. Every
vulva-owner deserves to know about the
technology that she’s putting inside her body!
And why should she only be allowed to have
a set number of programmed sensations?
She should have complete control over finding
HER perfect setting. Also, there are a number
of vulva-owners who find the vibrations of
standard bullets to be unpleasant. Often these
women think that they’re too sensitive for
vibrators, which is so tragic! There are many
styles of motors out there, and vulva-owners
deserve to know that there are other options
out there.
The soft gel tip is all about maximizing pleasure
for everybody. When women go through
menopause, they’re typically told that their sex
life is over. Their tissues become thinner and
more sensitive, thus making their old style of
sex painful or at least unpleasant. KURVE’s soft
gel tip makes this toy an option for people who
previously felt too sensitive to enjoy penetration.

The Treble & Bass technology has already
been used in your product JETT. Are there
plans for more products that are based on
this technology?
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“WE SP EN T A LON G TIM E IN FOC US GROUP RE SE ARC H, L E ARNING

ABOUT TH E CH A LLEN GE S OF G- SPOT STIMUL ATION AND E NSURING
TH E ERGON OMICS OF THE PRODUC T W OUL D BE RIGHT.”
JULIA MARGO

Julia: We can’t officially announce it yet, but
those curious about anal play will want to get
on our email list for exciting news!

Julia: Vulva owners of any gender.

What requirements does this target group
have for G-spot vibrators?
Which target group do you address
with KURVE?

Julia: The desire to be penetrated, access
to quality lubricant and either the ability
yourself or a partner with the ability to
manipulate the toy.

When can retailers order KURVE? Will there
be sales materials for the trade when you
enter the market with KURVE?

KURVE has an ergonomically shaped tip with a
soft, gel-like feel

Julia: KURVE is now available for pre order
having completely sold out in the US within
two weeks of launch. The first shipment
into Europe will land at the end of February.
But get your pre orders in now! It comes
with a full complement of point of sale
and assets to help sell the product online
and in store.

What tips and tricks do you have for give
retailers to help them achieve the highest
possible sales with your new product?
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Enjoy with
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“ W E ’ R E H EA DIN G TOWA RD MORE

I N CL US IVIT Y FOR DIS ABLED AN D
G E N D ER - DIVERSE FOLKS. ”
JULIA MARGO

Julia: Educate customers on different qualities
of bullets. Let them compare the feeling of
different bullets side by side. Direct people
who feel too sensitive for clitoral stimulation
towards this product as an alternative. People
who ask you about squirting can be directed
toward KURVE.
Empower men with ED to confidently satisfy
their partner with KURVE. Let them squeeze
the tip! They’ll fall in love. Have customers
cradle KURVE’s shaft in one hand while they
dial the motors up and down. Highlight how
it feels when it’s lots of bass versus lots of
treble, and how the sensations of the motors
‚sing‘ together.
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What can the market expect from Hot
Octopuss in the coming months? Where is
Hot Octopuss headed in 2021 and beyond?
Julia: We’re working on exciting partnerships
with Disability products and lube. In the realm
of toys, we have our eyes set on anal play
and some yet-to-be-revealed designs. We’re
heading toward more inclusivity for disabled
and gender-diverse folks. In 2021 and beyond
we’ll be pushing the threshold of what
technology can do to blow people’s idea of
good sex right out of the water!
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We will continue to create space and voice the need

for change in the sex toy market as we get older
Josh Ort iz a n d Tr a c y Fe l d e r s q u a r e o f f o n w h a t 20 a nd 30-so meth ing co nsumers a re cra ving

Tracy Felder, Brand
and Education Ambassador, COTR Inc

Josh Ortiz, Sex-Ed Ambassador
and Spokesperson, XR Brands

XR Brands’ Josh Ortiz and COTR Inc’s Tracy Felder have something to say about today’s biggest market for
sex toy consumption, and if you know Felder and Ortiz, you know there’s nothing these sex-ed brainiacs won’t
bluntly spill. As brand ambassadors, sex-ed facilitators, and the go-to faces for their respective pleasure manufacturers, Ortiz and Felder are the link between the retail front lines and the wholesale industry. They’re also
both in their 30s and openly obsessed with sex toys, a practical requirement (by our industry standards, anyway) for anyone on the job. So when I asked Felder and Ortiz to let loose on what 20 and 30-something consumers – better known as Millennials - are demanding, they left no stone upturned. Long story short, Felder
and Ortiz tell us that folks in their age range are reaching for the next level in body exploration. Anal plugs
worn during yoga class; mega-powered vibrating wands in every bedside drawer; a big dive into kink toys of
all styles, which, according to reports, grew sales even stronger during Covid; and vegan leather, app compatibility, and multi-use, multi-function pleasure tools are coming in strong. Even better, Millennials’ purchases
are inspiring the up-and-comers in Generation Z to shamelessly hoard sex toys to their heart’s desire. If Ortiz
and Felder’s facts are accurate, we’ve got some tall orders coming our way as providers of sex accessories
and product education. Wondering where to direct your R&D throughout 2021? Felder and Ortiz give EAN the
straight talk on exactly what Millennials are buying across the board.
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What’s your overall conclusion on the current
sex toy buying behaviors of your generation?
Tracy Felder, Brand and Education
Ambassador, COTR Inc: We’re buying
them like hot cakes! I feel we Millennials
have truly reopened the freedom of sexuality
and willingness to express it on all types of

of human sexuality, masturbation, and
incorporating pleasure products into play time.
They are our most tech savvy generation that
is of age to walk into their local adult store.
They’ve been saturated in every form of media
with SEX and sex positivity, more recently.
They read the magazines at the grocery store
check-out – you know the ones, the ones

“ I B E L IEVE TH E MILLEN N IAL GE NE RATION IS FAR MORE AC C E PTING OF
H UM A N SEXUA LIT Y, MA ST URBATION, AND INC ORPORATING PL E ASURE
P R ODUCT S IN TO P LAY TIME. ”
J O S H O R TI Z

platforms. We have influencers, bloggers,
sex educators, sex researchers like Ask Eva
(powered by Le Wand) creating portals for a
person to reach their new sexual peak. Older
folks are learning from us because we’re
taking the chance to try something new. We
also celebrate pleasure and the tools we
purchase either solo or with multiple partners
with varying relationship dynamics so the
desire for sex toys is essential.
Josh Ortiz, Sex-Ed Ambassador and
Spokesperson, XR Brands: I believe the
Millennial generation is far more accepting
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with the plastic cover over them – and they
are more informed of materials, body safe
practices, and WHAT goes into their bodies.

What are some toy categories or sexual
niches that have grown as Millennials have
leveraged their buying power?
Felder: Anal toys have become a growing
focus by creating toys for her, him and them.
With a new perspective of knowing that there
are so many amazing nerve endings in the
booty, we are now studying technique, direct
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and indirect stimulation and applications for
long lasting pleasure. You know b-Vibe is
always there to provide education through
our mini pleasure guides, complete pleasure
guides, blogs and more! So, if there’s a way
to experience rimming or analingus through
a butt plug while doing all of this by yourself,

Felder: I feel we’ve been hyper-conscious
about investing in toys that come with many
facets of ways to use it. Our Le Wand Petite
and Petite attachments have been such hot
sellers with our brand because anybody
can use them. Folks have access to shower
play, warming up the body and even hitting

“I F EEL WE MILLEN N IAL S HAV E TRULY RE OPE NE D THE

F REEDOM OF S EXUAL ITY AND W IL L INGNE SS TO E XPRE SS IT
ON ALL T YP ES OF P LATFORMS.”
TRACY FELDER

aka #selfcare, the self-indulging options
are limitless. If I want to spend money on a
weighted snug plug and practice yoga in the
comfort of my living room, I can.
Ortiz: KINK! The exploration of new and
exciting ways to experience pleasure was
normalized with 50 Shades when they
became adults. A higher rate of anxiety
among Millennials, compared to any other
generation, has led to shifting power
dynamics and regaining control of themselves during play, when they feel they
may not have that capability outside of play.

Are there any particular toy designs, styles
or brands that you find to be best sellers
with Millennials?
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targeted points outside the body that can
stimulate the anal canal. A little “gooch”
massage action goes a long way!
Ortiz: Again, drawing attention to the techsavvy generation, things that are bright,
colorful, rechargeable and have different
functions or capabilities are always a hit.
Having an app to go along with the toy is
a plus but not a deal breaker. Silicone and
similar body safe options are sought after,
while quality kink gear (in vegan leather) is
always on their list.
New innovations like the Thump It or Squeeze
It lines from XR Brands check all the boxes
for neat products that can be used in multiple
ways. The Cocksickle line, also from XR, is
bright and cheery with integrating a pop of fun
with pleasure.
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How will Millennials continue to shape the sex
toy market as they discover themselves within
the self-love movement and then as they age?
Are there marketing messages that will either
grow further or emerge anew because of
Millennials’ influence?
Felder: We will continue to create space
and voice the need for change in the sex toy
market as we get older. We need to make sure
the next generation has the room to educate
so our sex industry doesn’t remain stagnant
and gender-focused. Marketing directives,
such as lifestyle-photography being BIPOC
inclusive and representative of the world we
live in will be influenced by the people that we

can connect with on social media daily. Folks
like Dirty Lola, Cameron Glover, Zachary Zane,
Zoe Ligon and, yours truly, Tracy Felder, will be
ready to get down and dirty in safe ways when
it comes to sexuality and pleasure.
Ortiz: I think they will completely change the
game in the best of ways. They will demand
quality and innovation at fair price points,
keeping us manufacturers on our toes. They
will be more inclined to use sex toys at a
younger age, and will be no less inclined as
they age. They will change how we gender
and present our products, as well as create a
need for innovation for toys in varying stages
of like, like menopause or after childbirth.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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Health with Mae B”
Intimate Health by Mae B is here to improve your sexual health. This collection
consists of only the best body-safe and non-porous silicone products,
designed to support and improve vaginal fitness. Not only will the Intimate
Health products help you tackle vaginal inconveniences, but it will also boost
your self-esteem as well as your overall sexual experience. Sexual health
includes far more than being able to have sex or avoiding disease, it is an
important aspect for your overall health and wellbeing. It can affect your
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10950
Menstrual Cups
Size L
RRP: €18,99

10950
Mestrual Cups
Size S
RRP: €18,99

Menstrual Cups

including storage pouch
Experience comfort day and night with the Mae B.
menstrual cup. The comfortable, safe and reusable
alternative during your period. The menstrual cups are
designed to catch and collect the period fluid and are
an eco-friendly alternative for the tampon. Available in
two sizes.

Pelvic floor exercise trainer

including storage pouch
These weighted trainers are designed for Kegel
exercises. This helps strengthen the pelvic floor
muscles which provide support to the uterus
and bladder.The pelvic floor trainers will make
the vagina wall stronger. The trainers are easy
to use due to the soft rounded Kegel balls and
retrieval cord these trainers.

10956
Silicone vaginal dilators
RRP: €49,99

Silicone vaginal dilators

10955
Pelvic floor
excersize trainer
RRP: €29,99

including storage pouch
Designed to help to relax the pelvic floor muscles and
to support and maintain the width and depth of the
vagina canal. These dilators have a soft rounded tip for
easy insertion including soft ridges to use as an indicator.

Insertable length dilators 18cm
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The idea behind NŌS was to have

couples achieve orgasms at the same time
F U N FA C TO RY p r e s e n ts a br a n d - n e w c o c k r i ng

The term orgasm gap refers to the general
disparity between heterosexual men and
women when it comes to achieving sexual
satisfaction. Simply put, women don’t orgasm
nearly as often as men. Closing that gap was
one of the mission goals when FUN FACTORY
started developing NŌS, a vibrating C-ring
with two motors. This product is designed
so couples can share simultaneous orgasms
- hence the slogan for NŌS: Better Together.
Sjoerd Pereira, Head of Sales at FUN
FACTORY, outlines the unique qualities
of NŌS in our EAN interview.

Sjoerd Pereira,
Head of Sales at
FUN FACTORY
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Is NŌS the first C-ring you have produced?
Sjoerd Pereira: No, we produced and
distributed other cock rings before NŌS.
Some of your readers may still remember
RAIN, FLAME or 8ight. By the way, much like
NŌS, 8ight was also made with both partners
in mind. It wasn’t just intended for the penis, it
also stimulated the clitoris. What makes NŌS
unique is the fact that it is our first vibrating
C-ring with two motors. Many of our fans have
been waiting for this product a long time.

How difficult is it to create something new and
unique in the cock ring category?
Sjoerd Pereira: Well, there are many, many
cock rings on the market, that is true. If you
are dedicated to quality, like we are, the
important thing is not just adding something
new to this category but adding something
new that actually offers an added value to
the consumers. That is a big part of our
brand promise. When we developed NŌS,
we made it a point to look at the most
common complaints about regular cock
rings, and to focus on improvements that
consumers might want.

How long does it take to create a C-ring
like NŌS?
Sjoerd Pereira: The entire process took
about a year. Each development process is
characterised by close collaboration between
our developers, designers, experts, and testers.
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Having years of experience in this industry, we
know that development processes can take a
long time, especially when it comes to products
in popular categories, where there is a lot of
competition. And we are ready and willing to
invest that time because you need an in-depth
exchange of ideas to create a product that lives
up to its purpose and offers real added value to
the users.

“ W HAT MAKE S NŌS UNIQUE IS

THE FAC T THAT IT IS OUR FIRST
V IBRATING C - RING W ITH TW O
MOTORS. MANY OF OUR FANS

HAV E BE E N WAITING FOR THIS
PRODUC T A LONG TIME .“
SJOERD PEREIRA

The tagline for NŌS is ‘Better Together.’ What
was the process here? Aren’t you running the
risk of blending in with all the other products
that are marketed towards couples?
Sjoerd Pereira: You are right, there are many
cock rings designed for couples on the market.
That is not really a surprise, after all, a happy
sex life is a big part of any romantic relationship,
and sex toys can really help in that regard.
According to a study conducted by OMGyes
in 2017, 95% of men achieve orgasm through
penetrative sex, but the percentage among
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women is much, much lower, with just 18%.
So there is a tremendous orgasm gap. And
that’s where NŌS comes in. Our cock ring is
the perfect toy for couples
who want to achieve great,
fulfilling, simultaneous
orgasms. And which
couple doesn’t? A
shared orgasm gets you
so much closer to your
partner. That is also why
we decided to go with the
slogan ‘better together.’

The shape of NŌS
immediately draws the
eye. Is it correct that this
shape benefits the man
as well as the woman?
Sjoerd Pereira: That
is absolutely correct! As
mentioned before, the idea
behind NŌS was to have
couples achieve orgasms
at the same time. To do so,
we introduced two special
elements that are perfectly tailored to the
human anatomy: Firstly, NŌS is not round,
like most regular C-rings. After all, the penis
isn’t really round either. NŌS has two spots
on the inside that are slightly tighter, putting
pressure on two special points on the penis
shaft, thus making it possible to achieve longer,
harder erections. Secondly, NŌS has two
vibrating protrusions that set the entire clitoris
into vibration, ranging from soft stimulation to
strong oscillation. NŌS is also highly versatile.
Depending on the sex position, the vibrating
protrusions can also be used to stimulate the
clitoris and the testicles at the same time. That
way, both partners get to enjoy the vibrations to
the fullest.

NŌS has two powerful
motors that massage
the clitoris while two
special pressure
points help the wearer
achieve longer, harder
erections
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What can you tell us about the materials and
the technology of the product?
Sjoerd Pereira: Like all of our toys, NŌS is
made from 100% medical-grade silicone. The
materials we use are always body-safe, and
they feel great when they touch the skin. NŌS
is no exception to that rule. Users will notice
the silky-smooth feel of the silicone, and that
feel will immediately make them relax when
they use the product. As for the technology
we used, I can tell you that NŌS boasts two
powerful motors - the same kind that we also
used for our BE·ONE. Of course, we want to
make sure that every user finds a setting that
is perfect for them, therefore, we have added
four speed setting to the toy, and in addition
to that, there is also a wonderful, surprising
flirt setting.

“A SHARE D ORGASM GE TS YO U S O

MUC H C LOSE R TO YOUR PAR TNE R .
THAT IS AL SO W HY W E DE CID E D

TO GO W ITH THE SLOGAN ‘ B E TTE R
TOGE THE R.’ “
SJOERD PEREIRA

NŌS is obviously a couples toy, but is it a
product for experienced toy users, or is it also
a good option for newbies?
Sjoerd Pereira: It is perfect for both,
experienced and new users. Anybody who
wants to achieve simultaneous orgasms
with their partner, really. The design and the
functionality are easy to understand, so you
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won’t have any problems using NŌS even
if you are new to the world of sex toys. At
the same time, it offers enough versatility to
tickle the imagination of
experienced users, giving
them ideas for new forms
of play.

How much will NŌS
cost in stores? And how
will you present it to
make it make it stick out
from other cock rings?
Maybe position it in the
luxury segment?
Sjoerd Pereira: NŌS
will retail at 69.90€
in the EU. That price
makes it affordable for a
large number of consumers,
'better together‘
and it ensures that NŌS
- NŌS richtet sich
an alle Paare, die
remains competitive within
einen gemeinsathe product category,
men, gleichzeitigen
Orgasmus erleben
especially since there is a
möchten
two-year warranty. Also, the
product offers the top-notch
quality that consumers have come to expect
from our brand. They know that first-class
materials and handmade toys - produced
fairly in professionally in Germany - come at
a certain price. NŌS will boast the typical,
colourful FUN FACTORY packaging, including
a few exciting suggestions for couples play,
and it will also come with a toy bag - the
perfect way to store your NŌS.

ensure availability at launch, and each day,
we are looking at the calendar in anticipation.
The sales team is already chomping at the
bit, eager to finally contact our customers the
world over and develop market-specific launch
concepts.

“ 2021 W IL L BE AN E XC ITIN G Y E A R
FOR FUN FAC TORY. W E C E L E B R ATE
THE 25- Y E AR ANNIV E RSARY

OF THE C OMPANY THIS Y E A R ,

AND A NUMBE R OF GRE AT NE W
PRODUC TS ARE AL SO IN TH E
PIPE L INE .“
SJOERD PEREIRA

Will there also be POS materials for the
retail trade?
Sjoerd Pereira: Why, of course! We know the
needs and requirements of our customers in
the retail trade, and we know how important
these types of materials are for them. We
introduced a new concept when we launched
BE·ONE, and we will bring back this kind
of appealing, high-quality single display for
NŌS. Many retailers will want to place the
display near the cash register, others will want
to position it alongside their FUN FACTORY
assortment, but the display always looks like it
is in the perfect place, regardless of how you
have organised your sales space.

What are your plans for the launch of the
new product?
Sjoerd Pereira: We are currently in the
process of producing sufficient quantities to
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Do you have any advice for retailers regarding
the in-store presentation of NŌS so they can
maximise sales?
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“ OUR C OC K RING IS THE PE R FE CT
TOY FOR C OUPL E S W HO WA NT

TO AC HIE V E GRE AT, FUL FILLI NG ,
SIMULTANE OUS ORGASMS.“
SJOERD PEREIRA
The packaging for NŌS is visually appealing and
includes a toy bag for storing the product as well
as inspiring suggestions for using the toy

the clitoris, making it that much easier to
experience orgasms at the same time.

What other new product from FUN FACTORY
can the market look forward to in 2021?

Sjoerd Pereira: Generally speaking, we
recommend that our customers use the
materials we provide at launch and beyond.
Etailers can choose from a comprehensive
range of digital assets, and for bricks and
mortar retailers, we have informative, appealing
POS materials that sum up the unique selling
points of NŌS, including a QR code that is
linked to an explanatory video. Moreover, we
offer online training sessions for marketing
the toy, and our customers can also get in
touch with their go-to guys in our sales team,
of course. Also, it is always helpful to give the
consumers an opportunity to look at and touch
the product so they get an idea of the quality.
In the case of NŌS, I would also suggest that
retailers tell their customers about the unique
design of the C-ring, with its two protrusions
that stimulate the clitoris all over. NŌS is the
perfect toy for consumers who want their
hands free during sex, and for everybody
who wants a cock ring that also stimulates
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Sjoerd Pereira: 2021 will be an exciting year
for FUN FACTORY, and I mean that in the best
way. We celebrate the 25-year anniversary of
the company this year, and a number of great
new products are also in the pipeline. 2020
was a crazy and difficult year for everybody,
and 2021 started just as crazy and difficult
for many of our customers. We hope that,
over the course of the next months, things
will start returning to normalcy again. As for
FUN FACTORY: We are going to continue on
our FUNtastic path while always keeping an
eye on the market to see how it evolves and
to anticipate developments. It pays off to be
ahead of the curve!
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Times are changing, and our industry

needs to adapt to continue to thrive
G a r y A y c k bo urn a bo ut th e sex ua l wellness business co llective C o ncep t to C o ns u mer
As the market continues
to grow, new opportunities are created. But at
the same time, members
of the industry are also
faced with new challenges.
Of course, obstacles are
easier to surmount when
someone is giving you a
boost, and that is why a
group of industry experts
launched Concept to
Consumer. Co-founder and
CEO Gary Ayckbourn tells
us more about the philosophy and the services
provided by his agency.

Mark Ayckbourn, Founding Partner & CTO, and Gary Ayckbourn,
Founding Partner & CEO

What motivated you to start ‘Concept
to Consumer’?
Gary Ayckbourn: We saw an
opportunity in the market for
adult industry insiders with
decades of insight, knowledge,
and resources to work together
and create a unique, fully integrated
business to support the expansion of
the market. With Concept to Consumer,
we are bringing together a collective of
people, with varying skills to offer clients
access to everything from branding,
marketing to product and packaging
design, engineering, logistics and
fulfilment. Most importantly, with in-house
manufacturing, we can take any idea and
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seamlessly make it into a commercial
reality. The market is changing. COVID has
helped accelerate this and the eyes of the
world are on our industry and the potential
growth within it. We wanted to be able
to offer services to existing adult industry
companies and brands, bringing outside
knowledge and strategies to support them,
as well as supporting new entrants to the
market who would benefit from our years
of experience to help them succeed.
The response we have had has been
very positive and encouraging, and we’re
delighted to be in a position to help.

Is the founding of your agency also
to be understood as a response to
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the changing market and the changing
requirements in terms of marketing, branding,
product design, technology, logistics, etc.?
Gary: Absolutely! We inside the industry all
know how wonderfully unique and varied it
is. However, for those outside of the industry,
it may look easy but as we know from

to those techniques and insights through the
services we offer as well as the technology
that comes from the various IP and patents
we own and partnerships we have with
technology-providing companies. We have
worked hard on sustainability, and our inhouse
manufacturing partners at Wingpow are now
100% solar-powered and focused on achieving

“TH E MA R K E T IS CH A N GIN G. COVID H AS HE L PE D AC C E L E RATE THIS, AND THE E Y E S
O F TH E W OR LD ARE ON OUR IN DUS T RY AND THE POTE NTIAL GROW TH W ITHIN IT.”
G A RY AYC K B O U R N

experience, it’s not. We have all seen countless
companies come and go as they rush to get
products to market without fully understanding
the dynamics, routes to marketing, and how
to service the businesses within it. Brand
identity and brand positioning have become
more important than ever before. Consumers
are connecting to brands through their
values, be it sustainability and environmental
responsibility or inclusivity when it comes race
and gender. Brand transparency is what the
broader reach of consumers are interested
in and this influences their buying choices
Product design and quality remain key, but to
differentiate yourself, especially as the market
open ups, you must have the right brand
position and clear messaging that supports it.
At CtoC, we want to be able to provide access
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further sustainability progress. All of these
interactive elements help establish a brand, as
fundamentally consumers are buying into the
brand and what it represents.

Critics might argue that our market has
managed for years without ‘smart agencies’.
What do you reply?
Gary: Times are changing, and our industry
needs to adapt if it wants to continue to thrive.
We don’t see ourselves as a ‘smart agency’,
we’re a collective of industry experts who have
worked in this space for many years and can
offer a variety of different services, as people
who have the experience and the knowledge. If
one of these services can help a business, that

I N T E R V I E W

is great! Clients can pick and choose what they
need help with, and we will have an option for
them. In addition, there are numerous existing
agencies out there. Some are from within our
industry, some on the periphery, and some on
the outside of our industry. We’re not the first
but we do offer something different.

expand. We also have access to considerable
resources internally, from branding creatives
and strategists, and marketing specialists to
product designers and industrial engineers
and so on. As well as our own in-house
manufacturing facility, and we can help from
idea concept to product delivery and beyond.

“ W E WA N T TO EN S URE TH AT O UR INDUSTRY E XPE RTS AND BRANDS ARE BE ING

P OS I TION ED WITH IN TH E MA INSTRE AM MARKE T SO W E C AN AL L GROW TOGE THE R .”
G A RY AYC K B O U R N

With Concept to Consumer, clients can
benefit from working with a fully integrated
business, offering everything from strategy,
design, manufacturing & logistics to marketing,
e-commerce, and data services.
We have a variety of skills and resources
through partnerships with external companies.
We have extended resources through our
network which is continuing to grow and
expand. We also have access to considerable
resources internally, from branding creatives
and strategists, and marketing specialists to
product designers and industrial engineers
and so on. As well as our own in-house
manufacturing facility, and we can help from
idea concept to product delivery and beyond.

What are the defining elements of your agency?
What services do you offer?
Gary: We have a variety of skills and resources
through partnerships with external companies.
We have extended resources through our
network which is continuing to grow and
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The variety of services and our accessibility
allow us offer clients a bespoke service. We
are able to provide services that businesses
might need and that they don’t necessarily
have in-house.

Is it true that you also cover the area of
manufacturing, including technologies
and patents?
Gary: Yes, it’s true! Wingpow Manufacturing
is proud to bring all of its resources to the
Collective. We have a 600,000 sq ft private
manufacturing facility and have been designing
and manufacturing products in this industry
since 2004. We have numerous global patents
and technologies that our clients can have
access to and can utilise in their products.
Wingpow is ISO certified for both
manufacturing and design, a member of
Sedex, the ethic global standards agency, and
has been recognised as having some of the
best working practices in China via their annual
independent audits. With in-house designers,
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engineers, tool and mould departments,
as well as a fully certified testing laboratory,
Wingpow is perfectly set up to support CtoC
and complement the CtoC concept of working
together to achieve great things.

Who is the target audience for your
services? Who can benefit the most from
your profound expertise?
Gary: Every customer and every project will
be different. We have a well-structured and
tested 5-step collaborative process. This starts
with a comprehensive Discovery and Mapping
phase, where we take time to understand
your business and your vision before defining
a scope of work and deliverables and playing
that back to you in a proposal to ensure we are
all aligned. You will know in advance what to
expect and the costs involved. We will be open,
transparent, and communicative at every stage
of the process, with clearly identified milestones.
The strength of our proposition does not come
from any one individual but is a result of the
collective experience and resources that we can
utilise. We fully appreciate that many businesses
within the industry have internal expertise, but
sometimes these businesses require external
support or extension to their existing in-house
teams. A fresh pair of eyes always offers a
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different perspective! For companies outside of
our industry, they may need a broader portfolio
of support and may require all the services we
offer to bring their product ideas to life.

Can you tell us something about your team?
What areas do your in-house experts cover?
Gary: Derek Block is the owner of Touchstone
and brings over 25 years of branding and
marketing experience to the Collective. Derek
and his team of creatives at Touchstone have
worked with many of the globe’s biggest brands,
and his company continues to go from strength
to strength. However, Derek has also been
directly involved in the adult space for the past
12 years, buying and sourcing products for one
the USA’s most successful adult companies.
His brand strategy expertise, coupled with his
understanding of our market, makes a powerful
combination.
Mark and I are brothers, and together with our
business partner, Budiman Lee, we own and
manage Wingpow, a private manufacturing
facility which we opened in 2004. Since then,
we have been the ‘secret’ factory behind many
products and brands that you know very well.
Over the years, our approach has become more
consultative, working closely with our customers
to build long-term strategic partnerships and
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offer true uniqueness. We have focussed on
technology and creating product ‘stories’
and have an impressive array of patent and
IP ownership, all of which is available through
the collective. Fully ISO certified, Members of
Sedex, and now 100% solar-powered, Wingpow
continues to be the standard that others try to
emulate. Nina is our Global Marketing Director.
She is the Founder
of MediaBitch™,
a marketing
and business
development
consultancy, and
has worked in the
adult industry for
16 years. She has
worked with a
variety of brands
worldwide in this
sector including
sex toys, national
consumer shows,
travel, webcam,
and the porn
businesses. She
has both strategic
Gary Ayckbourn, Founding Partner
& CEO of Concept to Consumer LLC
and operational
experience when
it comes to launching brands and businesses.
Outside of the industry, Nina is working with
a start-up digital publication in an operation
capacity. In addition to the above, we have the
entire teams at Touchstone and Wingpow at
our disposal, numerous designers, engineers,
and strategic partners in data and technology,
as well as an amazingly talented group of
business people who have agreed to be part of
the Collective and have come on as our Expert
Panel. The Concept to Consumer collective is
all inclusive, we want people to reach out and
be part of our offering, and we are happy and
willing to discuss opportunities and ways of
working together.
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In the official press release announcing the
launch of your agency, the term ‘collective’
is mentioned again and again. Why is that
so important?
Gary: It’s important as the term collective best
describes who we are. We are a collective of
industry experts with unique experience and
expertise who have decided to work together.
To us, it represents the inclusiveness of the
people we have in the collective and reflects
people joining together to share knowledge.
The industry has always been helpful to new
people and new businesses entering this space,
and we want to continue this trend while at the
same stime support people within the industry
with differing services. Wingpow, Touchstone,
and MediaBitch will continue to work with their
respective clients, however by coming together
under Concept to Consumer and having the
support and input of a broad spectrum of
industry experts, we believe the collective will
be in a fantastic position to support new and
existing businesses and brands alike.

In this press release, you also mention the
risk that the traditional erotic market could
be displaced if interest in sex toys from the
mainstream market grows. How can your
agency help in preventing such a scenario?
Gary: We are not looking to prevent this. We
want to give companies the tools it needs to
adapt to this changing landscape.
We have all seen how the erotic market has
become more mainstream, and this is only
going to continue. Pandora’s box has been
opened and we have all done a fantastic job in
helping this industry become more mainstream.
We are now reaching more consumers than
ever before, and sex is no longer seen as
taboo in the media like it once was. As a
result, more eyes are on us and our industry.
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We’re seeing more capital investors and more
mainstream companies invest in this industry,
either by purchasing existing companies or by
launching their own companies. In the past
few days alone, I have read about 3 or 4 new
brands being launched by big box retailers
and pharmacies chains. In the UK, a budget

about for years and have all tried to make
a reality. Sex is becoming less taboo in the
mainstream, and we are also seeing the
emergence of gender fluid marketing. There are
more products and services available than there
have been previously. Sales of products have
and will continue to open up in new mainstream

“ W E WA N T TO EN S URE TH AT O UR INDUSTRY E XPE RTS AND BRANDS ARE BE ING

P OS I TION ED WITH IN TH E MA INSTRE AM MARKE T SO W E C AN AL L GROW TOGE THE R .”
G A RY AYC K B O U R N

discount store called ‘Poundland’ launched a
range of 10 toys on retail sale, all under $10.00
and as low $5.00! The risk is that if we, within
the industry, do not adapt and put ourselves in
a position to maximise and take advantage of
this opportunity, then a number of traditional
business, like bricks and mortar stores and
wholesale distributors, could get left behind as
the general public’s access is expanded. The
good news is that the market is big enough
for us all. We are still a niche market, selling to
a small percentage of the world’s population,
therefore the opportunity is in attracting the
broader group of consumers who will come into
the market over the next few years and beyond.
You can’t stop the tide, but you can learn to
swim with it, and maybe we can build a bigger
boat together.

Where is our market heading and what trends
will shape it in the future?

channels and will be sold by untraditional
retailers and brands. COVID in some ways has
accelerated that development. Sexual health
and sexual wellness products have become a
global focus, especially as people have been
locked down. The sales and financial success
of our sector has also been recognised, and
people are looking at the opportunity like never
before. Concept to Consumer was created to
rise to this challenge and make sure we have
a voice and do everything we can, by working
together, to help shape the future of the industry
that we are passionate about and have helped
get to where it is now. We want to ensure that
our industry experts and brands are being
positioned within the mainstream market so
we can all grow together. I believe that this is
an opportunity for us all. You do not need to
use our services, but they are there if required,
delivered by people who have walked a mile
in your shoes and understand the passion you
have for your business.

Gary: In my opinion, the market is heading in
exactly the direction that we have all talked
152
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To celebrate a decade of Fifty Shades of Grey is to

celebrate pleasure products hitting the mainstream
1 0 y e ar s of Fi f ty S h a d e s o f G r e y
Who doesn’t have fond memories of the days when Fifty
Shades of Grey dominated the headlines and lifted sex toys
into the sphere of mainstream recognition, with some products such as Kegel balls even being sold out because there
was so much demand? What would the erotic market even
look like had it not been for Fifty Shades of Grey? EAN and
Kate Hodgson-Egan, Lovehoney’s International Sales Manager, look back at the ten-year history of Fifty Shades of Grey,
and we try to pinpoint how this brand – born from a novel that
was originally just a self-published e-book – turned into a global phenomenon.
Kate Hodgson-Egan,
Lovehoney’s International Sales Manager

Before we talk about the Fifty Shades
of Grey phenomenon, what are your
plans for the tenth anniversary. How will
Lovehoney celebrate this event, and how
will your customers be involved in the
celebrations?
Kate Hodgson-Egan: To celebrate a
decade of Fifty Shades of Grey is to
celebrate pleasure products hitting the
mainstream. This is hugely important to
Lovehoney and we have been preparing
to celebrate the anniversary for quite
some time.
We have 10-year anniversary branded
T-shirts, Point of Sale gift bags, and retail
packs complete with bunting available so retailers have everything they need to
celebrate the anniversary with their own
customers. Speak to your distributor to
find out more!

You have launched a number of new
products in time for the anniversary.
Could you give us an overview?
2
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Kate: We were excited to recently launch
our Fifty Shades of Grey 10 Year Anniversary
Rabbit, in an exclusive Limited Edition
decadent gold colourway. The Greedy Girl is
often thought of as the ‘holy-grail’ of sex toys
and is a customer favourite from the range,
so it was only natural that we spotlighted this
renowned product.
We have also teamed up with E.L James, the
Author of Fifty Shades of Grey on launching
lingerie to the range for the first time ever!
The Fifty Shades of Grey Captivate collection
comprises of three stylish lingerie pieces: a
bodystocking, mini dress, and spanking tights.
We also wanted to make sure everyone can
get a piece of the Fifty Shades action - taking
sizes up to Plus Size.
Additionally, we have newly launched Fifty
Shades of Grey playing cards - which will
certainly come in handy as more people
spend time at home with their partners at
the moment.
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Apart from the new products, how will
Lovehoney reignite the conversation around
Fifty Shades of Grey?
Kate: The 10-year anniversary of Fifty Shades
of Grey is certainly at the forefront of our
Consumer marketing teams minds this year,
and will be intertwined with all of their plans,
from PR to exciting social media campaigns
- watch this space! Launching Fifty Shades of
Grey lingerie to the range for the first time was
an exciting moment for us, and our in-house
Design team have poured hours into exciting
assets, which incorporate a ‘Mind Blowing’
explosion of flowers around the modelled
lingerie. This is to represent the Fifty shades of
Grey magic and the erotic lingerie’s ability to
add an unforgettable boom to your sex life!

How much Fifty Shades of Grey is still in the
minds of consumers today? After all, it’s been
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“ OUR I N D US T RY IS N O S T RAN GER TO C HANGE AND W HO KNOW S W HAT IS AROUND THE
COR N E R , TH E N EXT BIG TH IN G COUL D L AND ON OUR DOORSTE P TOMORROW.”
K AT E H O D G S O N - E G A N

almost three years since the last Fifty Shades
of Grey movie...
Kate: There has been vast popular culture
moments in the last decade, but none as
monumental as the Fifty Shades of Grey
effect. From bondage influencing Catwalk
trends, to the movies being enjoyed on
countless popular streaming sites still to
this day.

With the 10-year anniversary happening
this year, and ripples of Fifty Shades of Grey
conversations being ignited again, the adult
products industry can expect another big year,
as superfans look to embrace their Christian
Grey and Anastasia Steele fantasies.

What effect did Fifty Shades of Grey have on
our industry - or, to put it differently, where
would our market be today if Fifty Shades of
Grey never existed?
Kate: The Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy is widely
thought of as the instrumental factor for sex
toys and bondage entering the mainstream
- and for good reason! As a society, we have
definitely become kinkier as a direct result.
Consumers felt empowered to embark on
a new sexual journey and were exposed to
products they may not have previously known
existed. This ultimately led to a multitude of
new eyes on our category, and invigorated
mainstream companies to spotlight our
products, opening further doors. Many of
Lovehoney’s customers tell us bondage
products have transformed their sex lives, but
without the inspiration of Fifty Shades of Grey
our industry would likely look very different.

Pop phenomena can’t always be explained,
but let’s try: What do you think was the secret
of Fifty Shades of Grey’s success?
156
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a heartbeat, demand was enormous, and
interest from the mainstream media was also
immense. Was 2012 the turning point in the
history of our market?

Kate: E. L James first published Fifty Shades
of Grey as a self-published Ebook in May
2011 and the paperback version was actually
launched off the back of word-of-mouth
recommendation, particularly among women.
Soon, everyone was reading the book on the
train to work or on the beach and the Fifty
Shades phenomenon had exploded.
I feel the phenomena lies with the story
intertwining Erotica and romance, but at a
completely different league to what they had
seen before. Sure, light spanking could be
found in previous popular books, but not many
depicted protagonists restrained to beds or
indulging in nipple clamps before. James firmly
set the erotic stage in reader’s minds and they
too wanted to enjoy their own appetite for
adventurous boudoir behaviour - and were
not afraid to discuss it openly with their
friends either!

In 2012, Lovehoney, in collaboration with E.L
James, launched the Fifty Shades of Grey The
Official Pleasure Collection, arguably one of
the most successful product lines ever. Some
of the products in that collection sold out in
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Kate: When it comes to mainstream retailers
who have traditionally been nervous about
adding intimate accessories to their product
ranges, Lovehoney’s Fifty Shades of Grey range
has given many of them the perfect opportunity
to introduce their customers to the products
they have enjoyed reading about. This has
introduced a whole new audience to the joys
of sex toys, further causing the adult industry
to explode.
Taking a look at the bondage category as a
whole over the last 10 years, E.L James also
ultimately created new categories for our
market, such as the kegel balls described as
‘Jiggle Balls’ in Fifty Shades Darker. Previously
pigeonhole products such as these continue to
fly off the shelves still to this day!

There was nothing comparable before Fifty
Shades of Grey, and there probably won’t be
anything comparable in the next few years
either - do you agree?
Kate: Our industry is no stranger to change
and who knows what is around the corner,
the next big thing could land on our doorstep
tomorrow. Pop phenomena certainly come
and go, however Fifty Shades of Grey has
firmly been cemented in consumer’s minds,
shown through a decade of multiple film
releases, record breaking book sales and an
unprecedented boom to the pleasure products
industry. We are still selling many of the original
Fifty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection
products launched in 2012 and continue to
grow the collection due to sky-high demand and
an unquenchable thirst for adventurous sex summoned by the Fifty Shades of Grey effect!
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It’s The Bomb is all about creating sensual,

sometimes-naughty products with a touch of class
I t ‘s T he Bo m b - S u s a n S c h i bl e r br e a th s n e w lif e into th e a dult no velty ba th a nd bo dy secto r

Think sex toys are the
only stars of the pleasure retail show? Our
‘little’ industry is quickly expanding to include
a more holistic, sensual experience. Susan
Schibler – aka Suzy
Bubbles - is a veteran business owner
and the creative force
behind bath and body
brand It’s The Bomb.
Schibler capitalized on
one of mainstream’s
most popular trends –
those delightfully fizzy,
yummy-smelling bath
bombs that dissolve
in your tub – and spun
it into an adults-only
treat that spawned
an explosive product
line. It’s The Bomb is
Susan Schibler, founder
and CEO of It‘s The Bomb
best known for three
niches: CBD bath products, like oils, bath bombs and balms; classic style bath bombs, hand-crafted by Schibler
and her team in incredible scents and colors; and true-to-life soaps in the shape of certain
giggle-inducing body parts (we’ll let you guess which ones). However, Schibler’s company
has grown with such fervor that she’s expanded to become a one-stop-shop for sex toy
and bath bomb gift sets, bachelorette party-style accessories, and even Covid masks with
a fashionable twist. If you’re in need of a gift for anyone who loves pleasure, you can find
it – and likely 20 other things you never knew you needed – in Schibler’s colorful web shop,
ItsTheBomb.com. Schibler’s hand-made wholesale offerings are a timely collection to stock
as consumers seek more ways to spice up their time stuck indoors. Based in Arizona in the
US, Schibler gives EAN a peek into the trending world of adult bath goodies and novelty.
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What was your career background prior to
starting It’s The Bomb?
Susan Schibler: I have worn many hats
throughout my entrepreneurial career, including restaurant owner, interior designer, and
real estate investor. I didn’t have any retail
experience whatsoever before founding It’s the
Bomb - aside from shopping! - and I had to
embrace the challenge of learning how things
work on the other side of the cash register. It
hasn’t always been easy, but I love my job and
savor the chance to be creative in a completely new way. I love spending my days at our
Soap House Compound. Our team learns and
works so well together, and it’s been exciting
to see how we’ve grown and evolved over the
years. I sometimes even forget that this is my
job – that’s how much fun we have together!
Along with my sister Dianna and my daughterin-law Laura, it’s usually an all-day laugh fest,
and we are always experimenting with new
fragrances, designs and colors while coming
up with clever names for the more erotic
pieces we create.

What inspired you to build this brand?
What did you find lacking about this
space in the market that you felt
drawn to fill?
Susan Schibler: I was inspired to create
sensual bath and body products that could
be sold within adult retail as entry-level adult
purchases, attracting new shoppers with
creative and quality body care line. Though
there’s been major improvement and evolu161

tion, some adult stores still don’t feel welcoming or comfortable for women to visit. I’ll admit
that before I started It’s the Bomb, I couldn’t
comfortably walk into an adult store without
having a cocktail or two first. I’ve always wanted these shops to feel more fun, friendly and
sexy for shoppers like me, and I was inspired
to build a sensual brand with which they could
connect. It’s the Bomb products give women something to explore, look at, and spend
time with on the store floor. Displays include
multiple scents and a variety of sensual items,
inspiring shoppers to spend more time browsing and connecting with the products.
I have a knack for identifying what’s lacking
within a product category. I can walk into a
room, look around, and quickly figure out
what could be improved, expanded or added.
Though it’s been a useful tool in my business,
it can sometimes feel like a curse because I
never stop evaluating, developing and upgrading projects. I have always been extremely
creative and design-conscious, and the
ideas for It’s The Bomb products
never stop flowing. I have an ongoing
checklist of product design ideas
(many of which I still need to get to!)
and maintain multiple patents and
trademarks.

Tell us a bit about your product line
and give us an overview of what customers can find at It’s The Bomb.
Susan Schibler: It’s The Bomb is a series of top-notch bath and body products
that can be described as sensual, naughty,
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“IT’ S THE BOMB IS A SE RIE S OF TOP- NOTC H BATH

A ND BODY PRODUC TS THAT C AN BE DE SC RIBE D AS
S ENSUAL , NAUGHTY, AND W HIMSIC AL .”
SUSAN SCHIBLER

and whimsical. We design and handpour a colorful selection of erotic and
novelty soaps – including 20 different
erotic shapes, like butts and breasts on
a rope. We’ve made eight varieties of
bath bombs with 25 different fragrances;
our Sensual CBD line of CBD lubricant,
massage oil, healing balm, and mini bath
bombs are powerful and effective; and
we have a fun series of novelties like
odor-concealing PooBombs, soothing
Bathing Crystals, and Chalk Cock for
wedding parties. We also offer gift sets
and professional private label services.
In all, It’s the Bomb products have won
12 awards.

What are some of your current
best-sellers?
Susan Schibler: Our Sensual CBD line
is doing really well. Our CBD Lube was
nominated for two awards and one of
our brick-and-mortar store partners has
been selling out of the CBD bath bomb
packs and spa massage oil weekly. Our
CBD is tested and certified, unlike the
majority of CBD products on the market
162

right now, which sets It’s The Bomb
apart. We’ve also found that our Naughty
Bits Bucket, a special combination of
products that we created exclusively for
Entrenue, has been doing extremely well
thanks to their impulse-friendly design.

What sort of consumer or industry feedback have you received since putting
your products into their hands?
Susan Schibler: I bet the feedback we
receive is the most fun and giggle-filled in
the whole industry! Most of the products
under the It’s The Bomb brand have never been done before, which means we’re
setting precedents and consistently surprising people. Bath and body – softer
goods that fit into the ‘self-care’ category
– is a growing market and knowing our
items are custom-made gives new customers confidence to work with us.
The retailers who’ve agreed to test our
products continue to see consistent
results and place regular reorders. It’s
The Bomb soaps and bath bombs are
fast-moving consumables, which makes
them especially valuable for brickw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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and-mortar stores. Because we are so new
and innovative, we have found some of our
designs and ideas copied by the competition.
On the one hand, it’s a sign that we’re clearly
doing something right, but on the other hand,
it can sting a little. Fortunately, It’s the Bomb
products are the highest quality of them all.

I’d rather start over completely than skimp on
something or risk not completing it correctly. Our customers notice how well-made It’s
The Bomb products are, and I hope that my
passion and attention to detail really shines
through along the entire supply chain – especially the end user.

What is truly at the core of your brand? What
values do you hope to instill in your audience?

Why are you excited to continue moving your
business forward in the coming year?

Susan Schibler: It’s The Bomb is all about
creating sensual, sometimes-naughty products with a touch of class. We want to make it
easy for shoppers to access high-quality bath
and body care featuring soothing ingredients,
lovely scents, and fun designs
that aren’t the same old
shapes and fragrances.
It’s also important
to me to do things
right. During the
development
process,

Susan Schibler: We have been exploring new
markets, including using It’s the Bomb products as a gateway into mainstream retail, and
we are excited to continue experimenting with
new product lines.
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This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We are still looking to build

new partnerships all over the world
N e w at SH OT S : D y l a n v a n d e r Ve n

The SHOTS sales department continues to grow.
The latest addition to the team is Dylan van der
Ven, who will take care of accounts in Asia and
Africa for the Dutch distribution company.
EAN asked Dylan for an interview to learn
mor about the previous stages of his career,
his new field of work, and his feelings about
being part of the erotic industry.
Hand on heart: Did you
ever dream that at some
point in your life, you would
be selling vibrators, dildos,
and the like?
Dylan van der Ven: No, and
to be honest, until a couple of
years ago, I never envisioned
myself ending up in this field
of business. Many people
have a preconceived notion
about this industry,
which hasn’t
always

Dylan van der Ven
is SHOTS‘ new
Account Manager
for Asia and Africa

been positive. I also didn’t expect this
business to be as big and professional
as it is. I’m happy to see that, as the
industry grows so quickly and becomes
more mainstream, everything becomes
more socially accepted. I love the fact
that in this industry, there is no need
to be pretentious, as everyone is very
open-minded. I really feel respected here
at SHOTS, and feel like this is the place
where I can grow and evolve in the years
to come.

Before we talk about your new role at
SHOTS, maybe you can tell us a little
bit about yourself. What do we need
to know about Dylan van der Ven? For
example, what did you do for a living
before you decided to set foot in the
sex toy market? Also, what is there
to know about you as a private
person?
Dylan: My name is Dylan van
der Ven, and I am 27 years
old. I grew up in a household
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with six brothers, of which I am the second
oldest. In my younger years, we travelled
quite a lot as a family due to my father’s job
and therefore ended up living in the Bahamas
for five consecutive years until I was ten.
This is where I laid the foundation for my
English skills. I now live in Beneden-Leeuwen
together with my girlfriend, and I just recently
finished my International Business Studies
at the HAN University of Applied Sciences.

Dylan: I live in Beneden- Leeuwen where
SHOTS is located, and I drove past the
impressive SHOTS building almost on a daily
basis. I saw the signs announcing the further
expansion plans of SHOTS, and this made
me eager to find out what was driving this
business from success to success. In addition
to this, I knew Hein, as he is the older brother
of a friend of mine and I saw all the cool
places he travelled to on social media, making

TH E SH OT S FAMILY IMME DIATE LY
MADE ME F EEL AT HOME .”
DY L A N VA N D E R V E N

During my studies I worked multiple jobs;
one as a financial administrator for a steel
processing company, another as a marketing
and financial administrative assistant for group
accommodations, and as an assistant country
director for Centre Parcs - both companies
are active in the leisure industry. Sport has
always played an important role in my life. I
currently play football in the first team of our
local football club and do fitness a couple
of times a week. Besides sport, I also enjoy
spending time with my family and friends.

How did you get started at SHOTS and what
attracted you to your new job?
169

me even more curious. I decided to join the
SHOTS’ Sales Team in order to complete my
graduation internship, which I just finished.
During my internship period, my task being to
find new opportunities for SHOTS to expand
their operations, mainly in areas and countries
where they had little or no presence. Ultimately,
this was such a success that SHOTS decided
to offer me a job, giving me the chance to put
the completed research into practice. This I am
super-grateful for!

You only joined the SHOTS Sales Team very
recently, but how do you feel about your new
working environment?
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“I’M H AP PY TO SEE THAT, AS THE INDUSTRY GROW S SO QUIC KLY

A N D BECOMES MORE M AINSTRE AM, E V E RY THING BE C OME S MORE
S OCIA LLY A CCEPT ED. ”
DY L A N VA N D E R V E N

Dylan: The SHOTS family immediately made
me feel at home. Due to the short lines between
the different departments, I already have a good
idea of how the organisation functions as a
whole, and I got to know everyone within the
company in a very short period of time. The flat
organisational-structure and minor presence of
hierarchy suits me very well and my colleagues
feel like family to me already.  

countries. Furthermore, I am slowly growing in
my role as account manager for these regions,
and I am given more and more responsibility
from Hein day-by-day. Keeping an eye on my
personal growth and experience, Hein is also
slowly handing over customers in regions where
we already have success.

What ideas, visions, and plans do you want to
implement at SHOTS?
Could you give us an insight into the tasks and
responsibilities that come along with your new
position at SHOTS?
Dylan: My main responsibility as Account
Manager in the SHOTS Sales Team is to seek
out new opportunities and grow SHOTS in
areas where we are not yet active or only have a
little presence. These regions mainly consist of
Africa and Asia. Firstly, I conducted preliminary
research in the target markets in order to assess
the attractiveness of the markets. The next
step in the process is to attract, build up, and
maintain relationships with local retailers and
wholesalers. SHOTS is already active in over
100 countries, which sounds like a lot, but in
reality, it’s just over half of the world in terms of
170

Dylan: As mentioned in my answer to the
previous question, I would like to grow SHOTS’
footprint in continents and countries that haven’t
really been developed in previous years. The
acceptance and developments in this industry
will soon have a global nature, providing lots of
new growth opportunities and chances.

How is SHOTS positioned in these two market
territories -Asia and Africa? Do you have to
start from scratch or does SHOTS already have
connections in these markets?
Dylan: In the past we have been very successful
in multiple countries in Asia. Therefore, we have
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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an established network, which I can utilise.
Meanwhile, Africa and South Africa have
never been looked into, so we will have to
start from scratch and build-up and establish
everything ourselves.

we have the flexibility to serve the demand of
any kind of customer, as we hold low-priced
items along with more expensive luxury items.
Furthermore, we have our own pharmaceutical
production facility (Pharmquests), located

“SIN CE I BEGAN WORKING HE RE AT SHOTS, W E HAV E AL RE ADY

BEEN ABLE TO A DD A C OUPL E OF NE W AFRIC AN C OUNTRIE S TO
OUR P ORT FOLIO. ”
DY L A N VA N D E R V E N

It is obvious that the Asian market has huge
potential. But what about Africa?
Dylan: After assessing the attractiveness
of the markets in accordance with certain
KPIs, there were several countries where
there is a limited market or no market for
our products at all, generally due to
governmental restrictions. That said, we
were surprised by the potential that some
African countries offered. Since I began
working here at SHOTS, we have already
been able to add a couple of new African
countries to our portfolio.

Which of SHOTS‘ qualities and strengths will
help the company grow in Asia as well as the
African market?
Dylan: We have a very large product
assortment with 2500 in-house produced &
designed products and in addition 10.000
third-party products. This basically means that
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here in the Netherlands. Here, we produce all
pharmaceutical products and handle private
labels for clients all over the world. We have
the competence to customise every product
and create a perfect fit for any market. This
business model is currently exploited with
great success in Asia. Moreover, we have the
ability and processes to easily adjust to new
markets. Having our own cosmetic production
facility is a USP in Asia where consumer
confidence in the Chinese production of
pharmaceuticals is rather low or non-existent.
We have experienced that this opened a lot of
doors for us, specifically in Asian countries.
We are still looking to build new partnerships
all over the world. So please reach out to
me if we have not talked to each other yet. I
would love to get in contact and get to know
you better! For the duration of COVID-19,
all contact will be via telephone, zoom and
e-mail. Once these difficult times are over, I
will start travelling again. For more information,
you can go to www.shots.nl or
Dylan@shots.nl, phone: +31 682386706.
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Currently, we’re still growing

everywhere in Europe we sell

M i c h a e l G u ilf o yle ta lks X R B ra nds‘ stra tegy f o r E uro p e
During the corona crisis,
demand for sex toys increased significantly. Did
or does this also apply
to products in the
fetish category?
Michael Guilfoyle: While
2020 was tough for a lot
of reasons, it was great for
manufacturing adult toys.
Most of our categories,
including fetish, were up
significantly. Our projections show similar increases through at least the first
half of this year.

Michael Guilfoyle, Director of International
Marketing & Business Development at XR Brands

How did lockdown, quarantine, social distancing
etc. affect the trends in
the fetish category?

Michael: We think that the lockdown has
caused long-term couples to try more if nothing else to alleviate the boredom
in the rest of their lives. We’ve seen
increases in some of the ‚harder‘ edged
items particularly. Customers seem to be
testing limits - whether that’s vanilla limits
or very hard-edged limits. We’re also
seeing a lot of orders for items we see as
key products for individual exploration both male and female. People are bored.
Sex toys, including fetish, seem to be
something many use to alleviate
their boredom.

In this EAN interview with
Michael Guilfoyle, Director
of International Marketing
& Business Development
at XR Brands, we mainly
focus on the plans the
US company has for the
European market, but
we also snuck in a few
questions to find out if
and how the fetish
segment was affected
by the corona-virus
pandemic.
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What expectations does XR Brands have
for the year 2021? What challenges are
waiting for us this year?
Michael: Our biggest challenge in 2021
will be supply chain related. Shipping has
become much more complicated and
expensive worldwide. Additionally, there
have been more containers lost over the
side of ships this year than in any recent
year. We lost several last year when the
containership ONE Apus lost over 2000
containers into the sea during a storm.
This all leads to product shortages and
late deliveries. We’re still filling at a very
high rate, but we know that there could
be unforeseen issues moving forward, so
we’re making strategic decisions to best
deal with any issues that we come upon.
The second issue we’re focused on is
the regulatory environment in Europe.
The costs and person-hours required
to comply are increasing significantly,
so we’re working to implement systems
to fully comply with the current and
upcoming regulations while maintaining
attractive price points.

What are your goals and plans for the
European market in particular?
Michael: We’re working to become the
supplier of choice for more partners
in the region. We’re doing that by
expanding our lines to contain more
unique and well-priced items while
providing excellent support. We’re
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extremely happy with the distributors we’re
partnered with, but we’re looking to make more
inroads in nations where we’re underrepresented
- predominantly through obtaining more shelf
and website space with retailers through our
current partners.

What trends and developments do you
expect this year?
Michael: We’re seeing massive growth in the
‚tapping‘ or ‚pulsing‘ vibe lines. In the same way
that suction devices shot to the top of bestseller
lists, these items that pulse (or tap) are starting
to creep up our list of best-selling items. We
expect that trend to continue.

And how do you plan to respond to these trends
and changes? How will they affect your brand
and product portfolio?
Michael: We launched several new
thumping items, including the G-Thump
Silicone G-spot Stimulator and our Bang! 7X
Pulsing Rechargeable Silicone Vibrator. We’ll be
expanding with other items throughout the year.
We’re also looking to set the trends for 2021
and 2022, so we’re constantly experimenting
with new technology and concepts.

Pulsating vibrators are
becoming increasingly popular

as our home market in the United States.
It’s also more complicated to do business
due to the language, cultural and regulatory
differences between the countries and subregions, so requires specialized knowledge
and a history in the region. We feel we’re
just starting to reach our potential in
the marketplace.

Where and how is growth still possible for
you in Europe?
Let‘s talk about Europe some more: How
important is this market for XR Brands?
Michael: Extremely important. Just from a
population standpoint, Europe is twice as big
175

Michael: Currently, we’re still growing everywhere in Europe we sell. This has been a
multi-year trend and not just COVID/quarantine related. My personal focus is increasing bu-
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“WH ILE 2 0 2 0 WAS TOUGH FOR A LOT OF RE ASONS, IT
WAS GREAT FOR MANUFAC TURING ADULT TOY S.”
M I C H A E L G U I L F OY L E

siness in some of the
countries I feel
we’re currently
under-represented in the
marketplace.
Southern Europe and Eastern
Europe are the
areas I think
we can grow
by the largest
amounts over
the next
two years.
The Bang! 7X Pulsing Rechargeable
Silicone Vibrator that is mentioned
in the interview

street view at least). While there are nations
and cities in Europe with strict regulations
related to adult stores, there are also cities
where the hardest items are front and centre
in the main windows. This makes many
Europeans more open to exploration and the
fetish side of sex toys. In the US, many of
our items are as ‚hard‘ as is available from
mass manufacturing. In Europe, we are one
of several hard-edged manufacturers. That
makes our top-notch service and product
selection even more important.

Where can European retailers buy
your products?

What specific
features stand
out in the Europe compared to the American
market? For example, are trends on this side
of the Atlantic very different from those on
the other side?

Michael: EDC and SHOTS carry most of our
items. We also have smaller selections at
partners like ABS, Astkol, BuzzPinky, Dusedo,
Lovehoney, MSX, Nytelse, O Products, OCN,
ST Rubber, Saint Sual, Sinful, and others.

Michael: I would say there are two issues
which impact us the most. First is the overall
difference in reaction to our products. Most
cities in the United States have very strict
regulations as to where adult toys can be
shown in a retail store (often hidden from

Do you have plans to change your distribution
strategy for the European market?
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Michael: We’re always looking at potential ways to do things better, but we’re very
happy with our current partners and position
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“P EOP LE A RE BORED. SE X TOY S, INC L UDING FE TISH, SE E M TO
BE SOMETH IN G MA N Y USE TO AL L E V IATE THE IR BORE DOM.”
M I C H A E L G U I L F OY L E

in Europe at the
moment. We’d
always like to
improve, so
we’re focused
on continuously improving
product selection
and service,
which we believe
will result in improved sales.

Since corona,
our industry has
remained in touch
digitally for the
main part. What will your support of your retail
and distribution partners look like this year?
The 7X Pulse Pro Pulsating &
Clitoral Stimulation Vibe with
Remote launched as part of
the Inmi line in mid-February

our sites. We upload each of the recordings
of those training sessions to our Seller
Resources section at XRBrands.com, so
stores have access to them 24 hours a day.
There are currently 53 videos uploaded, so
plenty to keep trainees busy. We’re also still
supporting stores in the US in person where
possible. Since last fall, Josh has had two
small (very safely planned) road trips to visit
stores when areas have reopened. My hope
is to get him to Europe for training sessions
as soon as we’re able to travel. We also have
online “Coffee Talk” sessions most mornings.
This is a Facebook video event where anyone
can check in, ask questions, get personal
support during this tough time, or just enjoy
interacting with fellow industry friends. It’s
become very popular.

Michael: I may be biased, but I truly believe
we have the best educator in the business
in Josh Ortiz. There are some amazing
educators out there, so I don’t say that easily.
We’ve made every attempt to fully utilize
his skills, even during the quarantine. We
have been holding scheduled online training
sessions on Facebook industry pages and
178
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NEW

New Guilty Pleasure
Bondage products
Guilty Pleasures often are seen as the best
pleasures in life. For those keen on bondage,
spanking and teasing, Guilty Pleasure offers
all the right tools. We have extended the
Bondage collection with new items made of
vegan leather with gold coloured metal
details, tassels and double buckles. They are
made with high quality materials and fine
stitching. Bondage beginners as well as
experienced bondage lovers will love the
attractive looks of the new Guilty Pleasure
bondage items!

info@tongabv.com

+31 (0) 115 566 322
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2021 is the right time to bring the Feel My

Power wand to Europe with Eropartner’s support
Le Wand an d E r o p a r tn e r br i n g th e 2 0 2 1 Fe e l My Po wer Ja de Purp le B ro wn E ditio n to E uro p e
It has become a tradition
that Le Wand presents a
Feel My Power Special
Edition in time for International Women’s day, and
this year is no exception.
But this time, that Special
Edition will also be available in Europe. To make sure
the campaign turns out
a success on this side of
the Atlantic as well, COTR
rely on Eropartner, their
long-standing distribution
partner for the Le Wand
collection. Kimberly Faubel,
Sales Director at COTR,
and Mischa Heins, Senior
Buyer at Eropartner, tell
us more about the 2021
Feel My Power campaign and about the
successful collaboration between their
two companies,
which has
been going
strong since
2017.

When did you start the Le Wand Feel
My Power campaigns and what
inspired them?
Kimberly Faubel: We launched our first
Feel My Power Campaign on March 8th,
2019, which is International Women’s
Day. Our goal has always been to elevate
the pleasure category, and this began by
reimagining the iconic wand itself. Wands
are recognisable and sought after by folks
who crave power, and this extends to
every definition of
the word. We
wanted to feature beautiful
and impactful
artwork by
artists who
use their
mediums
to express

them-selves and drive home important
messages in order to create truly
special and unique symbols of power
and pleasure.

What exactly do the campaigns look like?
What is the main goal?
Kimberly: The campaigns have always
featured artists who make bold, important,
and relevant work. Our 2019 Edition
featured work by Ashley Lukashevsy,
an illustrator who uses visual art to
strengthen social movements. The 2020
Feel My Power Wand featured artwork by
Wednesday Homes, a UK-based artist,
writer, and activist. Our goal is to continue
to celebrate and elevate pleasure by
helping folks claim and reclaim power in
the bedroom, boardroom, and beyond.

Is it right that the campaigns always start
on International Women‘s Day?
Kimberly: That is correct. International
Women’s Day on March 8th is a very
exciting day for us that gets better and
bolder each year!

What are your plans for this year‘s
campaign? What will the 2021 edition
look like?
Kimberly Faubel,
Sales Director
at COTR

Kimberly: We’re so excited to launch
the 2021 Feel My Power Jade Purple
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Brown edition. Jade Purple Brown is a New York
City based artist. She’s a woman of colour and

Feel My Power wand to Europe with
Eropartner’s support.

“ I T ’ S IMP ORTA N T TO US TH AT W E HAV E A C OMMON
M I S S I ON ; EROPARTN ER LOOKS AT SO MANY

P R ODUCT S BUT WE DO N OT ADD E V E RY THING.”
MISCHA HEINS

is doing incredible campaigns with Sephora,
Adobe, Google, Facebook, and
many other mainstream companies.
Jade’s artwork is the epitome of powerful;
bold, colourful, unapologetic, and visually
compelling – just beautiful.

Now, Europe will also be able to enjoy the
Feel My Power campaign. Can you give us
some information about your partners in
Europe? Who will make sure that your European
customers can also benefit
from the campaign?
Kimberly: Eropartner echoes a lot of
our own values and their curated
selection means they really care about
the products they are offering to their
retailers. This is key, as a product like the
Feel My Power wand tends to do incredibly
well with the folks who support the message
behind it. 2021 is the right time to bring the

Mischa Heins: We are
excited to participate
in the retail launch
on March 8th and the
product is already being
sold to some of our key
accounts. 2021 has only
begun and already there is a
buzz surrounding these new
items. Eropartner’s accounts will
be able to pre-order the item so
it will be available to consumers
on the same day it’s available in
the United States – please email
your representative at Eropartner if
you are interested in participating!

Le Wand has a long-standing
business relationship with
Eropartner. When did this start
and how would you describe
your partnership?
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Mischa Heins,
Senior Buyer
at Eropartner
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Kimberly: Without the ability to visit in
person, communication is more important
than ever. Our partners need to know what
to expect from us just as we need to know
their plans. When we can work together to
identify problems, it makes finding solutions so
much simpler. Having a common goal helps
strengthen these relationships, and building
those goals together is crucial.

For the 2021 Edition,
Le Wand worked with
New York-based artist
Jade Purple Brown

Kimberly: Eropartner has supported Le
Wand since January of 2017, which
means from the beginning! Eropartner’s
communication and their ability to protect
brand integrity while delivering excellent
service to their customers is exactly in
line with how we like to do business.
Mischa: Eropartner has been
carrying Le Wand from the very
beginning, since January, 2017.
We have known Alicia Sinclair
for many years, and we were
excited when she debuted Le
Wand because it was a chance to
offer recognisable products with
better quality and consumer
experience.

Mischa: It’s important to us that we have a
common mission; Eropartner looks at so many
products but we do not add everything. When
working with a brand like Le Wand, we already
know the items are quality products, and we
can put the focus marketing the products
and determining who will do well selling these
items. Also, meeting and chatting regularly
to make sure we are all on the same page.
Communication is so important.

When you were looking for European
distributors, what convinced you to work with
Eropartner? What criteria matter most when
you pick a distribution partner?
Kimberly: Working with Eropartner is a nobrainer. They respect the integrity of the brands
they choose to work with, and that’s important
to us. We want to make sure the educational
content and assets that are provided are
included with the quality products we
manufacture and Eropartner helps us deliver
the messages behind our releases.

The Le Wand line has been on the
European market for some time. How
happy are you with the performance of
your products in Europe?

What makes a successful
cooperation between
manufacturer/brand and
distributor in today‘s
marketplace?

Kimberly: We are very pleased with Le
Wand’s performance in Europe. As long
182
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BOA RDROOM, AN D BEYO ND.”
K I M B E R LY FA U B E L

as we can continue to echo our marketing
efforts in the States with our global partners,
we will continue to grow and expand.
Mischa: Le Wand continues to perform well,
and the new items they have been releasing
only help expand the landscape in bricks and
mortar shops as well as online. We are excited
to offer this new Limited Edition to the people
who have been supporting the brand and to
new customers as well.

partners, a smart distribution strategy, and
a well thought-out and seamlessly executed
marketing campaign. It takes just about every
person on our team, from the art department
to the retailer, to launch products successfully.
Mischa: The products have to be good
because consumers are smart. A good
product, well-planned campaigns, great
visual representation, and shared goals –
that is our recipe for success between
Eropartner and Le Wand.

What has played the bigger part in
this success? The product itself? Or
your smart distribution strategy?
Kimberly: A successful product
launch really requires multiple
factors. It starts with a good
brand, an incredible
product from the
inside out, great
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All doll owners wish their

dolls were lighter in weight!
C l o ud C l im a x a d d d o l l s br a n d S e e D r e e to th eir ra nge
Leight-weight dolls are becoming more and more popular because
of the obvious advantages they have over regular dolls – which can
be as heavy as 50 kilogrammes. To meet this increasing demand
for lighter dolls, Cloud Climax are now introducing the SeeDree
brand to the European market. Sam White, Marketing Manager at
Cloud Enterprises Ltd. has all the details for us.
Your range of dolls is growing and
growing. What criteria do you go by
when looking for new products for
your assortment?
Sam White: At Cloud Climax, we know
what our customers and we ourselves
are looking for when it comes to
assessing new brands and products
to join our portfolio. We know our
customers really well, and we know
what they uphold as being really good
qualities in a new product.

What impressed you about the SeeDree
brand? How do the brand and its
products fit into your assortment?
Sam White: SeeDree is a reasonably
well-known brand in China. We decided
to partner with them and their products

The SeeDree dolls
range from 9kg to 23kg
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into the UK and Europe as they did
not have any experience with overseas
markets and collaborating with Cloud
Climax brings our experience in these
markets to the table for them.

“AT C LOUD C L IMAX, W E

KNOW W HAT OUR C USTO M E R S
AND W E OURSE LV E S ARE

LOOKING FOR W HE N IT CO M E S
TOASSE SSING NE W BRAND S

AND PRODUC TS TO JOIN O U R
PORTFOL IO.”
SAM WHITE

The SeeDree brand offers Light Weight
Dolls and on top of that, one style of doll
is collapsible, with removable limbs for
storage, similar to the discontinued EX
Lite doll by DS Dolls. Many people want
to hide their doll away at certain times
and likewise, they want to be able to
move their doll around with ease. This is
100% possible with this range.

BILLY BOY & BLAUSIEGEL
WISHES A HAPPY BIRTHDAY …

and give you a 20% discount * on
selected BILLY BOY & BLAUSIEGEL articles!
*Only on selected items in the promotional period and only while stocks last! More information in the shop or in the newsletter! From 01/03/2021 to 31/03/2021.
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size, so dolls at the lower end of the scale
have always been at least 32kg, some as high
as 50kg.
SeeDree use a combination of silicone and
memory foam to manufacture their dolls. The
9kg doll with removable limbs, in the style of

“ SE E DRE E USE A C OMBINATI O N O F
SIL IC ONE AND ME MORY FOAM TO
MANUFAC TURE THE IR DOL L S .”
SAM WHITE
SeeDree combine memory
foam and silicone to create
their dolls

Why do Chinese manufacturers have such a
leading position in this market? Where does
this dominance come from?
Sam White: There are very, very few doll
manufacturers outside of China, whereas the
majority are in China. This was initially due
to the market for dolls within Asia being so
large. Japan and China have the largest sex
doll markets in the world, and so it is obvious
that the manufacturers are going to be based
there for logistical reasons. It also coincides
with material costs being far cheaper and the
expertise of workforce being readily available.

SeeDree dolls are so-called light weight dolls.
What material are they made of? And what are
the advantages of this material?
Sam White: The SeeDree dolls range from
9kg to 23kg. Normally, a sex doll weights
about half the weight of a human of the same
188

a ball joint doll is a memory foam doll. It is an
ambient temperature doll, unlike TPE which
can be quite cold. The dolls also have a nice
movement range too.

Does the lighter weight also mean that the
dolls are easier to store?
Sam White: Having a doll that is lighter means
that it is definitely easier to store. It is easier
to put her in a wardrobe, take her into the loft,
move her to a different room, take her up the
stairs. Normally, moving a doll around your
house is precision work. The removable limb
doll comes with a carry case for storage.

Each of these dolls is offered in three different
versions. Which versions are available?
Sam White: The SeeDree dolls that we have
available are three versions. The 9kg version
is a memory foam-bodied doll with a silicone
head and removable limbs. The 18kg version
is a memory foam body with a layer of silicone
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 2 1
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New from Cloud Climax:
the Chinese doll brand
SeeDree

for skin touch realism and a silicone head. The
23kg version is a silicone body and silicone
headed doll. All doll bodies have the choice of
the two current heads, Linda or Grainne.

customers prefer lighter weight dolls, and
also those with health problems such as
back or joint pains. Our lightweight dolls, like
TeddyBabes, are some of our most popular
dolls so it is great to add another lightweight
range to our portfolio.

What is the price range of the SeeDree Dolls?
Sam White: Currently, the prices start at
£1299 and go to £2499 for the top of the
range silicone doll.

SeeDree Dolls are already very successful
in China. What expectations do you have
bringing these dolls to Europe?

What can you tell us about the target group
that buys light weight dolls?

Sam White: We really hope to follow the level
of success that we have experienced with the
EX Lite and TeddyBabes.

Sam White: All doll owners wish their dolls
were lighter in weight! We find that older
190
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You‘ve gained experience as a marketing
expert in many industries, but what makes
our industry special in terms of marketing?
Sharina Singeling: After working in
different industries, I can say this one is
by far my favourite. The products we put
in the market give people new positive
experiences that make them happy,
confident, health-conscious, pleased,
and so much more. Translating those
experiences into marketing campaigns
while you get in the role of the receiver
always feels exciting. However, we still
face a stigma as an industry that affects
the way we can execute our marketing.
It’s not only people‘s view on the industry
but also platforms and authorities
restricting us. Social media accounts
being deactivated for no legit reason or
ads being blocked. That makes it more
challenging, but it also forces us to stay
creative and inventive in how we market
our products.

Going from the tech industry
to the erotic industry has to
be a bit of a culture shock,
but Sharina Singeling, who
is in charge of marketing at
Cobeco Pharma, has never
regretted taking that step. On
the contrary, when comparing
this industry to the other fields
she has been involved in, the
erotic market ranks at the very
top of the list for her. Other
favourites of Sharina’s that
we encounter in this edition of
Monthly Mayhem include iced
coffee, Mortal Kombat, and
Australia.
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How did you get into the industry?
Sharina Singeling: Not exactly an
interesting story, but I needed a new
job and stumbled across the vacancy
at Cobeco Pharma. Coming from a
pretty boring tech industry, this felt like
something completely different, but very
fun and exciting. I’ve applied for marketing
internships at other companies in this
industry in the past, the interest was
always there. No regrets I applied for this
job!

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Sharina Singeling: Probably still
marketing, but in a different industry
like other consumer goods. If it was not
marketing, maybe something in retail or a
(brand) promoter. I always loved being in
direct contact with people.

What was your childhood ambition?

What was the biggest step in your career?

Sharina Singeling: I always wanted to do
something creative like graphic designer,
painter, fashion designer, photographer,
make-up artist or dancer. I remember
having a backup plan to just marry a rich
man, but I ended up with my amazing
partner who’s, more importantly, rich in
love (so that plan is dismissed).

Sharina Singeling: My current position
here at Cobeco Pharma was and still is
a big step for me. In previous positions, I
always was part of a marketing team and
always under the direction of someone like
a marketing manager. Now I am running
the complete marketing here on my own
at the age of only 24. I can’t lie - I was
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Sharina Singeling
Que sti ons & A nsw e r s
pretty overwhelmed at the start, but now I am
completely ready to take it up a notch!

every hour or so. After-lunch cocktails… I
guess this sounds more like a vacation.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?

How do you relax after work?

Sharina Singeling: I am more like a Carpe
Diem person that doesn’t really plan ahead for
years, but I do have goals and dreams in life.
My partner and I always talk about a second
home in Ibiza or somewhere else on the coast
of Spain. Tapas, sangria, good weather (at least
better than here in the Netherlands) sounds
perfect to me. Also, I would love to do a lot
more traveling. That’s where I hope to see
myself in 10 years, but happy and healthy is
what’s most important.

Sharina Singeling: Normally, I go to the gym
2 or 3 times a week to let off some steam or
watch series and movies. Sometimes a glass
of wine (or more). As the gyms are currently
closed here, I focus more on the wine
part now.

Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Sharina Singeling: I don’t really have a
specific role model. I am surrounded by a few
amazing people in my personal life who all
have something inspiring.

How do you envision the future of
the industry?
Sharina Singeling: Hopefully bigger,
better, and healthier! I can‘t wait to see all
the innovations that will definitely come in
both sextech and sexual wellness. Also, I
would love to see the industry becoming
more ‘mainstream’ and that buying toys or
even lubricants would be far from ‘weird’ for
everyone.

Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Sharina Singeling: My mom! For all her
personal growth and achievements in the last
years, which I am highly proud of.

Which personal success are you proud of?
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Sharina Singeling: There is not one particular
success that comes to my mind (makes me
wonder if I am successful at all, haha), but

Sharina Singeling: At the beach with a
delicious iced coffee. Take a dive in the sea
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I am mainly proud of all the experiences I
gained throughout my life. Especially as life is
now extremely limited due to the pandemic, I
am happy I tried and am still trying to get the
most out of life and to enjoy it as much as I

Sharina Singeling: As the shower acoustics
don’t help at all with my ear-torturing singing
capabilities, I keep it to listening and lipsyncing. The song I have on full repeat right
now is ‚Nicole Scherzinger - Baby Love‘.

“ I T H I N K W E A R E A L L S T R U G G L I N G N O W W I TH TH E PA N D E M I C G O I N G O N , S O M Y

A D V I C E TO E V E RYO N E W O U L D B E : J U S T K E E P O N G O I N G , D O N ’ T LO S E H O P E , A N D
M A K E TH E M O S T O F I T ! ”
SHARINA SINGELING

can. The trips I made around the world, all the
amazing moments with my friends and family,
but also work-related experiences I thought
I could only dream of. All that feels like a big
success to me.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Sharina Singeling: My god, a lot of people…
One specific has to be ‚Big Ed‘ from 90
Day Fiancé (sorry Ed). This one of those
moments in which I very much dislike my
visual thinking brain.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Sharina Singeling: That I seek the best in
everything and everyone, or at least try
to. It keeps me from negativity and helps
me to move on. It’s not the solution for
everything, but it always makes it at least
a bit better.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Sharina Singeling: A few days ago, I saw the
official trailer for ‚Mortal Kombat‘. As I played
the game a lot when I was a kid, I have to see
this movie! And I would go with my partner.

Which vice could you never forgive?
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Sharina Singeling: Disloyalty in any way.

What song do you sing in the shower?
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Sharina Singeling: No doubt, Australia. After
my internship in Sydney, I fell in love with the
country. I want to see so much more than I
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was able to back then. Or a tropical island
like Aruba, Maldives or Seychelles would do
perfectly fine.

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
Sharina Singeling: A big bottle of wine, iced
coffee (can’t live without it) and music. And of
course my partner for the company, but I don’t
consider him a ‘thing’. We will find food on the
island, I hope…

If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?

Is there anything you would never do again?
Sharina Singeling: The first thing that
comes to my mind is drinking tequila. It tastes
horrible, instant nausea, the hangover is awful
and makes me forget the whole night. I will
never drink it again. Never.

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Sharina Singeling: I think we are all struggling
now with the pandemic going on, so my advice
to everyone would be: Just keep on going,
don’t lose hope, and make the most of it!

Sharina Singeling: I don’t believe in a ‘God’,
but if he/she/it does exist, I would swap with
God for a day. Or a very famous and rich
celebrity to experience what that’s like.
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